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Reducing the size of components to the nanoscale (e.g., in nano-heterostructures)
gives rise to new possibilities. Nano-heterostructures are material systems involv-
ing at least two different materials with at least one of them having dimensions less
than 100 nm. Such architectures have demonstrated great potential for diverse
functionalities within a single nanostructure, which is nonexistent in the individual
component materials. Nevertheless, it has been difficult to utilize their full poten-
tial due to a lack of understanding of the complex correlation between structure
and properties. In this bifocal thesis, state-of-the-art first principles computa-
tions are employed to perform systematic studies of (1) the electronic properties
of semiconductor/semiconductor nano-heterostructures, and (2) the mechanical
properties of metal/ceramic nano-heterostructures. In the first half, I explore the
possibility of tuning the bandgap of semiconductors through strain in semiconduc-
tors. The study is further extended to show that large modulation of the bandgap
can be achieved even by modest epitaxial strains, and that a range of bandgap
values can be achieved. In the second half, taking a Al/TiN nano-heterostructure
as a model metal/ceramic system I attempt to explain its high strength and com-
pressibility, in which the role of interfaces is explored first. High compressibility of
such nano-heterostructures is due to the plastic deformation of thin layers of TiN
(a ceramic), which otherwise does not deform. To explain the plastic deformation
of TiN, I develop a first principles based method to study the core structure of dis-
locations. The core structure is used to estimate the stress required to plastically
deform TiN, which is then used to explain its deformation behavior.
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Nano-heterostructures are material systems, involving at least two different ma-
terials with at least one of them having dimensions less than 100nm. They can be
in the form of core/shell nanowires and quantum dots, nano-films on a substrate,
or alternating nanolayers of materials forming a superlattice; examples of such
systems are shown in Fig. 1.1. Nano-heterostructures can potentially provide di-
verse functionalities within a single nanostructure [2–9]. Some of the spectacular
properties of nano-heterostrucutres and their applications are listed in Table 1.1.
Nano-heterostructures have been employed to achieve the desired electronic
properties in modern electronic and optoelectronic device technologies. Semicon-
ductor heterostructures and, particularly, quantum wells, wires, and dots, are
today the subject of research of two-thirds of the semiconductor physics com-
munity [16]. It is impossible to imagine our recent life without heterostruc-
ture laser-based telecommunication systems, heterostructure-based light-emitting
1
2diodes (LEDs), heterostructure bipolar transistors, or low-noise high-electron-
mobility transistors for high-frequency applications including, for example, satel-
lite television. Heterostructures make it possible to solve the more general prob-
lem of controlling the fundamental parameters of semiconductor devices such as
bandgaps, effective masses of the charge carriers and the mobilities, refractive
indices, electron energy spectrum, etc [17–19].
Such novel properties that are nonexistent in the individual component
materials arise from the strong interfacial interactions, epitaxial strain, and re-
duced dimensions [10–13]. Also, compared to the corresponding bulk systems,
nano-heterostructures are promising because low defect densities can be achieved.
Moreover, nanolayers of lattice mismatched systems can be coherent when the
layer thickness is below a critical thickness [1].
To exploit unusual properties of nano-heterostructures and to design new
material systems with desired properties, a systematic study of various factors that
control the properties of nano-heterostructures is essential. Among various forms
of nano-heterostructures, nano-films on a substrate and alternating nanolayers of
materials forming a superlattice can be synthesized in a controlled manner. Syn-
thesis of nano-heterostructures can be achieved by epitaxial growth of thin films
by manipulating growth kinetics, using techniques such as atomic layer deposition
(ALD), molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE), and metal organic chemical-vapor depo-
sition (MOCVD) [14,15]. Hence, such systems are well-suited for a systematic
3study of the impact of various factors such as layer thickness, composition of two
materials systems, etc.
Table 1.1: Examples of nano-heterostructures and their applications
System Key Property Application
InGaN/InN core/shell nanowire
and nanodots [24]




Ferroelectric Memories, transducers, and elec-
tromechanical devices
Al/Al2O3 nano-composites [29] Mechanical High mechanical toughness
CeO2 supported Pt nano-
particples [34]
Catalytic Enhanced catalytic activity
Fe/Ni superlattice [35] Magnetic Waveguide for spin waves
YBa2Cu3O7/PrBa2Cu3O7 su-
perlattice [30]
Superconductivity Superconductivity property at el-
evated temperature
4Fig. 1.1: Various forms of nano-heterostructures: (a) nano-film on a substrate
(b) alternate nanolayer of materials forming multi-layer or superlattice
(c) core/shell nanowire, and (d) core/shell quantum dots.
51.2 Electronic properties of nano-heterostructures
Reducing the size of one component to nanometer length scales in heterostruc-
tures opens two more possibilities to control electronic properties. (1) Due to
reduced size to nanometers, quantum confinement plays a crucial role in manip-
ulating electronic properties [2]. (2) Large epitaxial strains can be induced and
sustained thereby leading to the tuning of electronic properties through strain
engineering [20–23]. Large strains can be achieved in such architectures because
of increased yield strength of nanostructures compared to their bulk counterparts.
Recently, it has been shown that strain in Ge can induce a transition from indi-
rect to direct bandgap. Spectacular variations in bandgap due to strains have also
been recently reported for ZnO, CdSe, and CdTe nanowires [31–33].
ZnX systems, with X ∈ {O, S, Se, Te} are an important class of benign,
large bandgap semiconductors which have been the subject of immense interest
because of their potential wide-ranging applications in electronic and optoelec-
tronic devices and their ease of synthesis in the form of nanostructures [26]. A
crucial threshold in the usage of ZnX in photocatalysis and photovoltaics is our
ability to engineer (i.e., reduce) their bandgap to desired values. Doping with
various elements has been a popular way to modulate bandgap but this approach
is limited by the doping ratio [27]. Yet another way to perform such tuning is
by applying external stresses (such as hydrostatic pressure) or inducing intrinsic
strains through lattice mismatch in epitaxial films or core/shell nanowires as dis-
6cussed earlier. Such architectures are also useful for creating suitable band offsets.
For example, an ideal photovoltaic devices should have a staggered Type II band
offset to facilitate separation of electrons and holes, and bandgap values in the
appropriate range to allow for the maximal photon adsorption across the solar
spectrum.
1.3 Mechanical properties of nano-heterostructures
In addition to electronic properties, nano-heterostructures also show unusual me-
chanical properties. The mechanical properties of metal/metal multilayered nano-
heterostructures have been studied extensively, and it has been found that they
can have extraordinary strength and ductility when appropriate components are
chosen to create such multilayers, and when the layer thickness is of the order of
a few nanometers [36–39]. The mechanical properties of metal/ceramic multilayer
nano-heterostructures have recently been in great focus. The scientific interest in
these materials stems partly from the fact that their constituent phases present
large differences in strength and elastic modulus. The stress required to move
a dislocation (i.e., the Peierls stress) in a ceramic is generally much larger than
that in a metal. These differences give rise to new possibilities for the defor-
mation mechanisms and properties of the composite as a whole. In particular,
it is of great interest to explore the possibility of enhancing the strength of the
composite by the inclusion of a ceramic material, while retaining some amount
7of ductility. There are several studies carried out on the metal/ceramic systems
including Al/Al2O3 [40], W/TiN [41], and Ti/TiN [42] that shows considerable
increase in strength while maintaining ductility.
In particular, a recent experimental work on Al/TiN multilayer explored the
effect of the layer thicknesses of Al and TiN on the flow strength and compress-
ibility [25]. It was found that at extremely small layer thicknesses (<5 nm), the
nanoscale multilayers acquire remarkably high flow strengths (4.5 GPa maximum)
and high compressive deformability (5-7% plastic strain) with co-deformability of
TiN. There are various factors that result in superior mechanical properties com-
pared to their constituent materials. It has been proposed that the high strength
is mainly due to strain-hardening of the Al layer due to a confined layer slip
mechanism [25]. But this may not be the only factor that leads to high strength;
interfaces may play a role in modifying the mechanical properties of due to a
significant increase in the interface area to volume ratio. A good way to estimate
mechanical properties of the interface is the ideal shear strength (the highest
achievable theoretical strength) [43,44].
The co-deformability of TiN can only be explained if one can estimate the
Peierls stress (the minimum stress required to sustain the glide of dislocations
through the crystal lattice) of TiN which is believed to be much higher than that
of metals. Peierls stress is controlled by the creation, motion, and evolution of
line defects known as dislocations [46,45]. Continuum elasticity has been very
8successful in describing the long-range fields of dislocations. However, close to the
dislocation center (core) there are large lattice distortions and the elastic solution
diverges [45]. Modeling of dislocation cores and their properties has been an active
research field in materials physics.
Atomistic simulations demonstrate that local forces at the dislocation core
and their coupling to the applied stress can have a dramatic effect on structural
properties. Accurate modeling of the dislocation core (the local strain field) is
key to predictive modeling of plastic behavior in ceramics [46,45]. Modeling of
dislocations in multi-elements ceramic materials have been mainly done by shell
model based empirical pair potentials. But reliable empirical potentials are not
available for all multi-elements materials, which leaves first principles methods as
only option today to accurately model dislocations. However, the large system
sizes required to adequately model the core structure of dislocations (and the lack
of availability of methods to suitably correct the spurious core-core interactions
which are inevitable in periodic supercell treatments) have made modeling dislo-
cations at the first principles level of theory a significant computational challenge.
1.4 Objectives of thesis
The primary objectives of the research dealt within this thesis are to explore un-
usual electronic and mechanical properties of nano-heterostructures, using state-
of-art first principles density functional theory (DFT) based methods. Specifically,
9the following two cases are considered: (1) the possibility of bandgap engineering
through epitaxial strain in Zn based II-VI semiconductor nano-heterostructures,
and (2) an investigation of the increased strength with high deformability of
Al/TiN multilayer nano-heterostructures. Below I briefly describe the organi-
zation of the thesis.
In Chapter 2, I will touch upon the theoretical methods used, which in-
clude conventional density functional theory (DFT), hybrid DFT and many-body
methods. As the methods are well established and documented in the literature,
a detailed and discursive description is avoided in Chapter 2. However, specific
new methodological developments to model core structures of edge and screw
dislocations of multi-element materials and to calculate the Peierls stress from
first principles (DFT) by applying shear on the calculated core structure will be
discussed in detail.
Chapter 3 deals with strain assisted bandgap engineering of ZnX. I will
discuss the unusual structural phase transformations and the associated bandgap
changes in bulk ZnX systems subjected to strain. Then, I move on to exploit
epitaxial strain in nano-heterostructures to tune their electronic properties. Using
first-principles methods I will establish: 1) the effect of uniaxial and biaxial strains
on the bandgap of bulk ZnX systems, and 2) the suitability of ZnX /ZnY nano-
heterostrucutres (X ∈ {O, S, Se, Te} and Y ∈ {O, S, Se, Te}, with X and Y
being mutually exclusive) to modify the bandgap and band offset to a suitable
10
range via strain.
In Chapter 4, first describe study of the ideal shear strength of bulk Al,
bulk TiN, and the Al/TiN interface, and discuss the possible role played by inter-
faces in the increased strength of Al/TiN multilayer nano-heterostructures. I then
identify the importance of including dislocations to explain the observed plastic
deformation of TiN in a Al/TiN multilayer, and provide a strategy amenable to
DFT computations to directly and explicitly handle edge and screw dislocations
in materials such as TiN. Finally, I present a first-ever DFT computation of the
Peierls stress of TiN and its implication for the plastic deformation of TiN in
Al/TiN multilayers.
In Chapter 5, I discuss implications and potential applications of the current
findings. Then, I discuss the future work that needs to be done (1) to optimize
electronic properties of nano-heterostructures for different electronic and optical
applications, and (2) to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the increased





Among all modern electronic structure methods, that address the complexity of
such equations, density functional theory (DFT) [49–51], offers the best tradeoff
today between computational cost and accuracy. The aim of the current chapter
is to provide a brief overview of DFT and a number of techniques that go beyond
conventional DFT. As conventional DFT and some of beyond-DFT methods are
well established and documented in the literature, a comprehensive and detailed
description is avoided here. In the absence of any reliable method to model dis-
locations, a new method is developed to model the core structure of dislocations
and to calculate the Peierls stress. This is a general scheme that can be used to
model dislocation core structures to very high degree of accuracy in any crystalline
system. A detailed description of the method is provided.
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2.2 Density functional theory (DFT)
Most of low temperature physics, chemistry, materials science and even biology
can be explained, with incredible accuracy, by modern quantum mechanics with
electrons and nuclei being the fundamental building blocks of matter. To quote
Paul Dirac, ”The fundamental laws necessary for the mathematical treatment of
a large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known,
and the difficulty lies only in the fact that application of these laws leads to
equations that are too complex to be solved [Paul Dirac, 1929]. ” In fact, the
only required inputs for a quantum mechanical calculation are the electronic and
ionic charges and masses, which makes it parameter-free and therefore do not rely
on any experimental input. Such computations are frequently referred to as ”ab
initio” or ”first principles” methods. Although, in principle, it is possible to solve
a system of many-electrons and many-nuclei using quantum mechanical based
methods, however, in practice, at present it is computationally very expensive
and inefficient, even for a system containing several tens of atoms. Therefore,
most of the quantum mechanical methods rely on a number of approximations to
provide practically tractable solutions of a many-nuclei many-electron system in
a computationally efficient manner. For instance, most state-of-the-art methods
use the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [52], which is essentially a separation of
electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom in a many body wavefunction owing to
the fact that the electrons are much lighter than the nuclei and therefore respond
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essentially instantaneously to the motion of the nuclei. There is still a problem of
solving many-electron system interacting with external potential of nuclei.
The pioneering work of Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham [53,54] provides a
practical, computationally-tractable, and enormously successful strategy to solve
many-electron system in which the problem of a real system with interacting elec-
trons is solved by mapping it onto an auxiliary system of noninteracting electrons
moving in an external effective potential. Within Kohn-Sham DFT, the following
eigenvalue equation (in atomic units) is solved:
[−∇2 + Veff (r)]φi(r) = iφi(r), (2.1)
where −∇2 represents the electronic kinetic energy, and Veff (r) represents the
effective potential energy seen by an electron; i and φi(r) are the energy eigen-
values and wavefunctions of the Kohn-Sham orbitals. Veff (r) contains all the
electron-electron and electron-nuclear interactions. Several suitable approxima-
tions have been found to work, which allow calculation of the quantum mechani-
cal part of electron-electron interaction. The most common approximations use a
local functional within the local-density approximation (LDA) [54], and semilocal
functionals within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [55] or nonlo-
cal hybrid functionals. For a given set of atomic positions, the above equation
is solved self-consistently to result in converged charge densities (obtained from
the wave functions of the occupied states), total energies (obtained from the wave
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functions and eigenenergies of the occupied states) and atomic forces (obtained
from the first derivates of the total energy with respect to the position of any given
atom). By minimizing the total energy, the supercell volume and atomic positions
are optimized to yield equilibrium lattice parameters and atomic configuration in
the supercell. Once the geometry is optimized, several other properties of interest
may be computed. Reference [56] shows that DFT calculated structural proper-
ties, vibrational or phonon frequencies, elastic constants, work functions, static
and optical dielectric constants, and surface energies are in excellent agreement
with experiments .
In my work, the calculated structural and energetic results for strain-free
bulk ZnX systems determined using PBE approximations are listed in Table 2.1.
The lattice parameters (a and c for the Wurtzite (W) phase, and a for the Zinc
blende (Z) phase) obtained here are in reasonable agreement with available ex-
perimental data [91,92]. Moreover, the predicted equilibrium phase is W for ZnO
and Z for ZnS, ZnSe and ZnTe, again in agreement with prior work [91]. Similarly,
Table 2.2 shows excellent agreement between the calculated and experimental val-
ues [148,151] of the mechanical properties, such as the bulk modulus, and elastic
constants of face center cubic (fcc) Al and rock salt TiN [65–67].
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Table 2.1: Calculated equilibrium lattice parameters, in A˚, of ZnX in the
wurtzite (W) and zinc blende (Z) phases, compared with experiments.
Also listed is the energy per ZnX pair (E) in meV, with respect to
the W phase for each system.
System Phase
This work Expt.
E a c a c
ZnO
W 0 3.29 5.28 3.24 5.20
Z 55 4.60 - - -
ZnS
W 0 3.85 6.29 3.82 6.26
Z -6 5.45 - 5.41 -
ZnSe
W 0 4.05 6.62 4.00 6.54
Z -9 5.73 - 5.67 -
ZnTe
W 0 4.36 7.14 4.27 6.99
Z -12 6.16 - 6.10 -
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Table 2.2: Comparison of calculated and experimental values of bulk modulus,
and elastic constants of Al and TiN. The experimental data are room
temperature data.
Al TiN
Present Expt. Present Expt.
Bulk Modulus (GPa) 76 79 277 288
C11 (GPa) 114 108 639 625
C12 (GPa) 61 62 139 165
C44 (GPa) 25 28 160 163
2.3 Beyond-DFT methods
Although DFT with present-day exchange-correlation functionals performs ex-
ceptionally well in predicting the ground-state properties of materials, it was not
intended to describe properties that involve electronic excitations. One of the
most serious drawbacks of the traditional approximation within DFT functionals,
is that bandgaps are underestimated to varying extents. To address the bandgap
problem, several developments that correct DFT calculated energy levels have
been proposed [57–59]. The most widely used and tested methods are based on
hybrid functionals and many body perturbation theory in the GW approximation.
Detailed discussion of many body perturbation theory in the GW approximation
[70–74] and hybrid functionals [68,69] including their advantages and disadvan-
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tages is available in the literature. As shown in Fig. 2.1 , the computed bandgap
using hybrid functionals improve the agreement with experiments [75,76] over
DFT. Hybrid DFT methods based on the HSE scheme are increasing in popular-
ity as they are able to improve the accuracy of bandgap predictions of insulators
over the (semi)local treatment at an affordable cost [89]. The GW method, on the
other hand, is based on many-body perturbation theory, and offers a parameter-
free option to the accurate prediction of the electronic structure of insulators.
These methods are currently the benchmarks for electronic structure calculations,
but are also computationally demanding.
All calculations presented in this thesis were performed using the Vienna ab
initio simulation package (VASP) [47]. Developments made over and above the
commercially provided package (such as the constrained optimization of structures
appropriate for a given set of anisotropic strains, and those related to the modeling
of dislocations) are described in the Appendices. DFT and beyond-DFT based
calculations are limited by computational resources available and hence can only
be performed on systems up to a few thousand atoms in size, which is not sufficient
to model many real-life situations. Fortunately, the problem to be modeled can be
separated into various parts each representing important phenomena to be studied.
This is done by choosing a suitable supercell that represents the phenomenon
under consideration.
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Fig. 2.1: Comparison of DFT and beyond-DFT predictions (horizontal axes)
with experimental values (vertical axes) for bandgaps of insulators in
eV.
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2.4 First principles DFT modeling of dislocations
Dislocations are an important class of one-dimensional extended defects that are
best known for their role as the agents of plastic deformation [46,45]. Continuum
elasticity has been very successful in describing the long-range fields of dislo-
cations. However, close to the dislocation center (core) there are large lattice
distortions and the elastic solution diverges [45]. Atomistic simulations demon-
strate that local forces at the dislocation core and their coupling to the applied
stress can have a dramatic effect on structural properties [77]. This also applies to
the Peierls stress, the minimum stress required to sustain the glide of dislocations
through the crystal lattice [78]. Thus, accurate modeling of dislocation cores and
the Peierls stress is key to the predictive modeling of the mechanical properties
of materials. Modeling of dislocations in multi-elements ceramic materials have
been done mainly by shell model based empirical pair potentials. Modeling of
core structures of dislocations in these materials have been used for strongly ionic
materials where empirical pair potentials can reasonably describe the bonding,
a typical example being MgO [79–81]. For TiN where the bonding is complex
enough that it cannot be considered as strongly ionic, reliable empirical pair po-
tentials do not exist. Thus, DFT remains the only way to accurately describe
dislocations in TiN.
The initial atomic structure of dislocations was created using anisotropic
elastic theory employing the Stroh solution [82]. The calculated elastic displace-
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Fig. 2.2: Schematic diagram of single dislocation and dislocation dipoles in a
periodically repeating supercell. (a) single dislocation in supercell (b)
dislocation dipole in supercell (c) quadrapole dislocation in supercell
and (d) triclininc supercell with dislocation dipole.
ments are exact at large distances from the core (where the strain is infinitesimal),
but elastic solution diverges close to the core. As a part of most DFT calculations,
a computational supercell employing periodic boundary conditions is required.
There have been several discussions in the literature on periodic image effects in
atomistic modeling of dislocations [83–88], mainly dealing with screw dislocations.
Here I discuss a little bit more on this important topic. In Fig. 2.2, a schematic
diagram of dislocation(s) in a periodically repeating supercell is shown, with (a)
single dislocation in supercell, (b) a dislocation dipole in supercell, (c) quadrupole
dislocation in supercell, and (d) a triclininc supercell with a dislocation dipole.
The cut in the lattice, introduced to produce the dislocation, makes it impossible
to match the lattice normal to the dislocation line without introducing a large arti-
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ficial stress field as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). Fig. 2.2(b) shows a dipole of dislocations
in a supercell. The dislocation dipole creates a step at the supercell boundaries;
thus, periodicity cannot be maintained. In such cases, a quadrupole array of dis-
locations is required to make the supercell periodic, as shown in Fig. 2.2(c). An
additional advantage of a quadrupole array of dislocations arrangement is that
the superposition of the elastic stress fields produces zero stress at any dislocation
center. As shown in Fig. 2.2(d), a quadrapole array of dislocations can be modeled
using a dislocation dipole in the supercell by choosing a triclinic supercell [84].
Edge dislocations as show in Fig. 2.2(d), in addition to the relative ar-
rangement of dislocations, the length of the supercell along the Burgers vector b
direction should be (2n+1)|b|, where n is an integer. This is to make the triclinic
supercell periodic, as introduction of a single dislocation displaces the crystal lat-
tice in the upper half of the supercell by b/2 with respect to the lower half along
the Burgers vector direction. Similarly, introduction of edge dislocations displaces
the lattice in the upper half of the supercell by b/2 with respect to the lower half.
So the supercell is tilted by b/2 to make the supercell periodic and stress free.
Owing to the above considerations, all the supercells in our DFT calculations
adopt the triclinic supercell geometry which contains a dislocation dipole in the
supercell. The size of the supercell needs to be large enough to avoid core-core
interactions. The dislocations are separated by a distance of about 2 to 3 nm
away from each other in the supercells, with supercell dimensions of 40x40x3 A˚3
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to 60x60x3 A˚3.
Once the equilibrium structure of dislocation cores in a supercell is deter-
mined, the Peierls stress is calculated by applying shear strain on the supercell.
Shear strain is applied by distorting the supercell in the desired directions, in
incremental steps, and the applied shear strain results in shear stress. For edge
dislocation calculations, the shear strain is applied in the plane containing the dis-
location and along the Burgers vector of dislocations. For example, if the Peierls
stress is to be estimated for the motion of a dislocation in the y plane and the
Burgers vector is along the x direction, then the shear strain applied is xy. For
screw dislocations, the shear strain is applied in the plane of motion of dislocations
and along the Burgers vector. For example, if the Peierls stress is to be estimated
for motion of a dislocation in the y plane and the Burgers vector is along the z
direction, the shear strain applied is yz.
Once the Peierls stress is determined from DFT, a correction to DFT calcu-
lated value is required. This correction is due to attractive forces between dipole
when perturbed from equilibrium quadrupolar configuration; which is further dis-
cussed in Appendix A. The underestimation of Peierls stress can be approximated
using an isotropic elasticity [45] solutions. Correction due to the force imbalance













for screw dislocations, where µ
′
is shear modulus, b is burgers vector, ν is Poisson’s
ratio and approximated as 1/3 and d0 is distance between dislocation dipole. The
derivation of the isotropic correction is discussed in Appendix A. The detailed
values of µ
′
in different crystal orientations are listed along with other elastic
constants in Appendix B.
Chapter 3
Electronic structure tuning in nano-heterostructures
3.1 Introduction
The control of electronic states in semiconductors through dilation of the crystal
lattice was first explored in detail by Bardeen and Shockley [90]. In general, as a
hydrostatic lattice contracts, the splitting between the bonding valence states and
antibonding conduction states increases, resulting in a net bandgap increase and






where V represents unit-cell volume and Eg bandgap. Typically, for covalent
semiconductors, αV is a large negative number. Hydrostatic strain is difficult to
achieve in naturally occurring systems. Hence, I investigate bandgap change under
uniaxial or equi-biaxial strain which occurs intrinsically in nano-heterostructures.
First, I study the impact of uniaxial strain on the structural and electronic
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properties of bulk ZnX (X =O, S, Se, and Te) in the wurtzite and zinc blende
phases. The strain axis was chosen to be along the [0001] and [111] directions,
respectively, for the wurtzite and zinc blende systems. For large uniaxial com-
pressive strains, all systems undergo a transition from the equilibrium wurtzite
or zinc blende phases to a pseudographitic phase. Simultaneously, the bandgap
of the systems gradually drops to a small or zero value. Under large uniaxial
tensile strains, all systems tend to form individual stoichiometric ZnX layers, also
with small bandgap values relative to the corresponding equilibrium ones. To
confirm the results of DFT calculated electronic structure of bulk ZnX under
uniaxial strain, a subset of the same systems are investigated using more reliable
beyond-DFT methods.
As discussed earlier each component of coherent nano-heterostructures in-
duces in-plane biaxial strain on the other component. DFT and beyond-DFT
methods are used to study the effect of epitaxial strains on the electronic prop-
erties of ZnSe/ZnTe nano-heterostructures. (110) interfacial plane orientation in
zinc blende phase was considered. A non-monotonic variation of the bandgap over
wide energy range was observed, across the ZnSe/ZnTe interfaces.
3.2 Electronic structure of single-crystal ZnX under strain
ZnX systems were subjected to uniaxial strain in the following manner: the
wurtzite (W) phases were strained along the [0001] direction or the c axis, and
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Fig. 3.1: Phases of ZnX : (a) Wurtzite (W), (b) Zinc blende (Z), (c) Graphite-
like phase derived from wurtzite (W-G), and (d) Graphite-like phase
derived from zinc blende (Z-G). Zn and X atoms are shown in red and
blue, respectively.
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the zinc blende (Z) phases along the [111] direction which is equivalent to the W
[0001] direction. Calculations involving uniaxial strain required just the primitive
unit cell containing 2 ZnX pairs for the W phases (Fig. 3.1(a)), but unit cells
containing 3 ZnX pairs were required in the case of the Z phases (Fig. 3.1(b)).
For ease of comparison, I define the c of the Z phase to be 2/3 of the height of
the unit cell shown in Fig. 3.1(b), so that this c is commensurate with that of
the W phase. In all calculations involving strain, c was fixed at a specific value,
and the optimal value of a corresponding to each fixed c value was determined.
All such calculations involved optimization of the atomic positions such that each
component of the force on every atom was smaller than 0.02 eV/A˚.
3.2.1 Structural transformations
Fig. 3.2(a) shows variation of a with c for the W and Z phases, with the inset
showing the corresponding variation of the relative change in the volume of the
unit cell with uniaxial strain. Interestingly, while the a and the volume change
are roughly equivalent for the W and the Z phases for most of the strain range
considered, the volume change in the W phase appears to saturate at about -6%
beyond compressive strains of about -10%, while the Z phase continues to show a
decrease in volume beyond this strain.
The most dramatic feature of the structural changes with respect to uniaxial
compression is the transformation of the systems from structures that display
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Fig. 3.2: (a) Variation of a with c. Inset shows the corresponding variation of
the change in the volume of the unit cell with respect to the change
in the c, with respect to the corresponding equilibrium values c0 and
V0. (b) Variation of the angles α and β (defined in Fig.3.1(a)) with c
in the W phase. The ovals group together curves corresponding to the
same angle (α or β). Inset shows the same data as the main plot, but
in terms of the variation of the angles with change in c.
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sp3 hybridization to ones that display graphite-like features. Graphite-like phase
derived from wurtzite (W-G) and graphite-like phase derived from zinc blende
(Z-G) are shown in Fig. 3.1(c) and 3.1(d). This transformation is evident from
Fig. 3.2(b), which portrays the of the two inequivalent X -Zn-X bond angles (α
and β, defined in Fig. 3.1(a)) with c for the W phase. While α and β are both
109.5o close to equilibrium (characteristic of sp3 hybridization in the W phase),
they gradually approach limiting values of 120o and 90o, respectively. The inset
of Fig. 3.2(b) shows that for uniaxial compressive strains greater than about 15%,
transformation to the graphite-like phase is complete.
For large tensile uniaxial strains, α and β saturate at 114o and 104o, re-
spectively. Thus, in the limit of large c, individual stoichiometric ZnX layers are
formed, but the Zn and X atoms are not in the same plane. Although the range
of strains considered here may be viewed as being unrealistically large, I note that
strains as high as 15% have been observed before fracture in ZnO nanowires with
diameters of about 200 nm [101]. Also, large strains without the creation of ex-
tended defects may be achieved in epitaxial core-shell heterostructure nanowires
(through lattice mismatches) [102,103].
3.2.2 Electronic structure changes
The variation of the bandgap with the value of c is shown in Fig. 3.3. I note
that although DFT underestimates the absolute value of the bandgap, trends in
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Fig. 3.3: Bandgap as a function of c for (a) the W phase, using the LDA (without
symbols) and the PBE (with symbol), and (b) the Z phase using the
PBE. The bandgap value at equilibrium is indicated for each case using
open symbols. Insets show the corresponding relative change in the
PBE bandgap value with uniaxial strain.
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bandgap value changes are well predicted. For instance, although the bandgap of
ZnO is predicted to be 0.86 eV, considerably underestimated with respect to the
experimental value of 3.37 eV, the first derivative of the bandgap with respect to
uniaxial strain along the c axis is determined here to be 0.02 eV for the equilibrium
W phase, identical to the corresponding experimental value [104]. Moreover, DFT
and the more sophisticated GW theory usually agree on pressure coefficients of
bandgap [105]. Also, the specific choice of the exchange-correlation functional ap-
pears not to change the trends in the variation of the bandgap values. Fig. 3.3(a),
for instance, shows bandgap values calculated using both the PBE and the local
density approximation (LDA) as a function of c for the W phase. The qualitative
similarity between the LDA and PBE predictions is manifest. Underestimation of
DFT and potential error in prediction of bandgap variation will be addressed in
next chapter. I calculate bandgaps and its variations under uniaxial strain using
beyond-DFT methods.
Thus, in addition to the actual bandgap values, I also show percentage
changes of the predicted PBE bandgap as a function of strain in the insets of
Fig. 3.3. Several interesting observations can be made: (1) In all W phase cases
(Fig. 3.3(a)), uniaxial stretching along the c axis results in a decrease in the
bandgap. Upon uniaxial compression, the bandgap initially increases slightly
(consistent with prior experimental and theoretical work [104,106]) goes through
a maximum, eventually decreases and approaches zero. The initial increase in
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the bandgap under compression is the natural result of bonding and antibonding
orbitals becoming more stabilized and destabilized, respectively. (2) In the case
of the Z phases (Fig. 3.3(b)), the maximum value of the bandgap occurs at equi-
librium (i.e., under strain-free situations). Both uniaxial tension and compression
result in a decrease of the bandgap value for all 4 ZnX systems studied. (3) In
both W and Z phases, as can be seen from the insets of Fig. 3.3, the behavior
of the change of the bandgap with respect to strain is identical under uniaxial
tension.
I however note that the rate at which the change in the bandgap value
drops under compression to -100% (corresponding to a zero bandgap) depends
on the identity of the X anion. For instance, ∼10% uniaxial compression in the
case of ZnTe in the W phase makes it metallic, whereas in the case of ZnO, a
compression larger than 20% may be required to make its bandgap vanish. This
direct correlation between anion atomic number and sensitivity to uniaxial strain
levels is reminiscent of a similar correlation between anion size and the pressure
coefficient of the bandgap [106] (identified earlier to be due to enhanced s− s and
p− p coupling between cation and anion atoms).
To better understand the factors underlying the above mentioned bandgap
variations, I briefly consider details of the band structure. Fig. 3.4 shows the band
structure and density of states (DOS) of ZnTe in the W phase at uniaxial strains
of -9%, 0%, and +12%. I note that the band structure at equilibrium (i.e., at
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Fig. 3.4: Band structure and density of states (DOS) of ZnTe at uniaxial strains
of -9% (a), 0% (b), and +12% (c). The left panel of each plot displays
the band structure, the middle panel shows the DOS arising from the
Zn s, px, py, pz, and d orbitals, and the right panel displays the DOS
due to the Te s, px, py, and pz orbitals.
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0% strain) computed here is in excellent agreement with prior work [107–109]. At
equilibrium, as can be seen from the DOS plots of Fig. 3.4(b), the Zn d orbitals and
the Te p orbitals contribute the most to the valence band maximum states, while
the Zn s orbitals dominate the conduction band minimum states. The significant
overlap of the Te px, py and pz orbital DOS close to the valence band maximum
is evidence of the sp3 hybridization at work (at equilibrium). As can be seen in
Fig. 3.4(a) and 3.4(c), the bandgap decrease at uniaxial strains of -9% or +12%
is accompanied by a reduction in this overlap: the Te pz orbital DOS splits away
from the Te px and py orbital DOS curves. Qualitatively similar behavior was seen
in the case of the other systems as well, although the amount of the s−s and p−p
Zn-X overlap (at the conduction and valence bands, respectively) progressively
decreases for decreasing anion atomic number. The electronic structure variation
with strain is thus consistent with the corresponding structural variation discussed
earlier (Fig. 3.2).
In conclusion, I have studied the physical and electronic properties of bulk
ZnX systems over a wide range of uniaxial strains along the wurtzite [0001] or
the zinc blende [111] axes. In particular, I have correlated structural changes
accompanying uniaxial strains with electronic structure changes. I find that for
large values of compressive strains, all ZnX systems considered transform to a
pseudographitic phase displaying very small bandgaps. Work presented in this
chapter is published as scientific paper (Ref. [61]), copyright (2010) by the Amer-
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Fig. 3.5: (a) PBE and HSE optimized a and c lattice parameters. Black and
grey arrows indicate, respectively, the equilibrium (W) situation and
the point at which the transformation to the W-G phase is complete.
Experimental equilibrium a and c lattice parameters are also indicated.
(b) G0W0-PBE bandgap as a function of k-point mesh and number of
bands.
ican Physical Society.
3.3 Bandgap modulation under strain: a cross check using
beyond-DFT methods
All of the above reported bandgap trends (and structural phase transformations)
were predicted by density functional theory (DFT) calculations using (semi)local
exchange-correlation functionals. The well-known bandgap underestimation de-
ficiency of conventional DFT arises due to self-interaction errors inherent in the
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(semi)local treatment, and places uncertainties in the prior predictions. In or-
der to test the veracity of the trends predicted earlier by (semi)local DFT and
to provide quantitative estimates of bandgap reductions, I have use two sophis-
ticated methods: hybrid DFT using the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) hybrid
functional, [111] and the GW method [112,113].
Now, I focus on the bulk ZnX systems in the wurtzite structure subjected to
uniform uniaxial strains along the [0001] direction (equivalently, equibiaxial strains
in (0001) plane). I note that while the ground state structure of ZnO is wurtzite,
and that of ZnS, ZnSe and ZnTe is zinc blende, the energy difference between the
wurtzite and zinc blende phases of the latter systems are very small [61]. In fact,
the wurtzite form of ZnS [115], ZnSe [116], and ZnTe [117] have all been observed
experimentally. Moreover, my prior (semi)local DFT work that included a study
of ZnX in the zinc blende structure strained along the [111] direction (equivalent
to the [0001] direction in the wurtzite structure) provided structural, energetic and
electronic structure results similar to that for the wurtzite systems [61]. Hence, for
uniformity, I focus primarily on wurtzite ZnX in the present beyond-(semi)local
DFT study. I find that the change in the bandgap predicted by (semi)local DFT
due to the imposed uniaxial strains is in close agreement with the corresponding
HSE and GW results, although the actual magnitude of the bandgap values are
significantly underestimated by (semi)local DFT. The previously predicted W to
W-G structural phase transformation is also recovered for all cases at the HSE
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Fig. 3.6: Absolute (top panel) and relative (lower panel) values of the bandgap
calculated using PBE, HSE, G0W0-HSE, and scGW as a function of
lattice parameter c and strain, respectively. Symbols represent the ac-
tual calculated values and the lines are guides to the eye. Experimental
values at equilibrium are also indicated.
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level of theory.
For PBE and HSE calculations, a 7x7x7 Monkhorst−Pack mesh for k-point
sampling and a plane-wave cutoff of 400 eV for the plane wave expansion of
the wave functions were used. For each level of imposed uniaxial strain along
the [0001] direction, the lattice parameter along the orthogonal direction and
the atomic positions were optimized to a high level of accuracy. Fig. 3.5(a)
shows the PBE and HSE optimized geometry versus strain, with the equilibrium
situation and the completion of the W to W-G phase transformations marked
by arrows. Lattice parameters, internal coordinates, and the W to W-G phase
transformations calculated by both theories are in excellent agreement with each
other. Therefore, subsequent HSE and GW calculations used the PBE optimized
geometries and did not involve any further optimization.
The starting point for the GW calculations was either the PBE wave func-
tions and eigenvalues, or the HSE wave functions and eigenvalues. In either case,
self-consistency was achieved by iteratively updating both the wave functions and
eigenvalues of G and W, leading to the same final result regardless of the starting
point; I refer to these results as scGW. The first step of this iterative process pro-
vided us with the so-called G0W0-PBE or G0W0-HSE results, depending on the
starting point. It is known that the GW calculations are sensitive to the number
of unoccupied bands and k-points, and that careful checks have to be performed
to ensure convergence [114]. Fig. 3.5(b) shows the variation of the G0W0-PBE
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bandgap as a function of number of k-points and number of bands for all ZnX sys-
tems considered. These results indicate that a 7x7x7 k-point mesh and 400 bands
are required for ZnO and that a 5x5x5 k-point mesh and 600 bands are sufficient
for ZnS, ZnSe and ZnTe. These parameters were then used in the G0W0-HSE and
the scGW calculations.
Table 3.1 lists bandgap of ZnX at zero strain predicted at various levels
of theory. Available experimental values and the results of prior theory work
are also included in Table 3.1. While still underestimating the bandgap for all
cases relative to experiments, HSE provides a systematically improved prediction
relative to PBE. Moving on to the GW results, it can be seen that the bandgap
values are uniformly shifted closer to the experimental values, with the agreement
with experiment being better for the G0W0-HSE case compared to the G0W0-
PBE case. It is noteworthy that the scGW results are consistently larger than
the experimental values for all cases. While these trends are consistent with prior
GW work [124,127,129], I note that the discrepancies between my and the prior
GW work (cf. Table 3.1) may be attributed to different k-point meshes and
number of bands used in the different studies.
Next, I use the PBE, HSE, G0W0-HSE, and scGW schemes in my study
of the variation of the electronic structure of ZnX with uniaxial strain. Fig. 3.6
shows the dependence of bandgap of ZnX as a function of the lattice parameter
(and strain) along the [0001] direction, and the level of theory. Apart from the
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Table 3.1: Comparison of the calculated bandgap value (This) of ZnX at various








This 0.77 2.59 2.46 3.49 3.70
3.40d
Ref. 0.80a 2.12b 2.50a - 3.80c
ZnS
This 2.08 3.56 3.34 4.08 4.32
3.91d
Ref. 2.07b 3.29b - - 4.15c
ZnSe
This 1.20 2.49 2.35 2.99 3.09
2.71d
Ref. 1.19e - - - -
ZnTe
This 1.14 2.14 2.13 2.58 2.60
2.39d
Ref. 1.14e - - - -
a [129], b [124], c [127], d [125], e [133]
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Fig. 3.7: Positions of the VBM and the CBM at different levels of theory at the
equilibrium geometry.
differences in the actual magnitude of the bandgap values predicted at different
levels of theory, trends in the bandgap variation are consistent between theories.
In all cases, modulations in the bandgap values due to strain is well captured
at the (semi)local level of theory. In the case of ZnO and ZnS, it appears that
bandgap predicted by different levels of theory are offset by a constant factor. On
the other hand, in the case of ZnSe and ZnTe, bandgap (computed at higher levels
of theory) spans almost the entire visible spectrum in the strain ranges considered.
Moreover, in these latter systems, percentage changes in bandgap appear to be
invariant between theories. (cf. Fig. 3.6).
To investigate the bandgap opening at various levels of theory, I consider
the position of the band edges with respect to a universal energy reference at
the equilibrium geometry. Recent work indicates that the average electrostatic
potential provides such a reference appropriate for comparison of energy level
positions across different levels of theory [131,132]. Fig. 3.7 shows the position of
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the valence band maximum (VBM) and the conduction band minimum (CBM)
for each of the ZnX systems as predicted by PBE, HSE, G0W0-HSE, and scGW.
It can be seen that the bandgap opening in the case of ZnO and ZnS as I go to
higher levels of theory is dominated by the lowering of the VBM, while both the
VBM and CBM movements contribute to the bandgap opening roughly equally
in the case of ZnSe and ZnTe.
In order to ascertain that strain-dependent electronic structure features
other than the bandgap are also well captured by (semi)local DFT, I consider
the band structure of ZnTe at equilibrium and two levels of uniaxial strain (-6.3%
and 9%) at the PBE, HSE, and scGW levels of theory in Fig. 3.8. The zero of
energy is set to the valance band maximum (VBM). I note that the DFT band
structure at equilibrium (i.e., at 0% strain) computed here is in excellent agree-
ment with prior work [128]. The bands in the valence band manifold as predicted
by the three levels of theory are in near-perfect agreement. Moreover, the bands
of the conduction band manifold preserve their shape between theories and are
just rigidly offset from each other. A similar rigid shift of bands has been reported
for equilibrium ZnO as calculated by HSE [129] and GW [130].
In conclusion, the impact of uniaxial strains along the [0001] axis on ZnX
systems has been critically assessed using hybrid DFT and many body GW cal-
culations. My results confirm the trends identified earlier based on conventional
(semi)local DFT calculations which are notorious in underestimating the bandgaps
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Fig. 3.8: Band structure of ZnTe at uniaxial strains of -6.3% (a), 0% (b) and 9%
(c), calculated using PBE, HSE, and scGW.
of insulators. In particular, the structural phase transformation of wurtzite ZnX
to graphite-like ZnX under uniaxial compression persists at the hybrid DFT level
of theory, and the concomitant significant reduction of the bandgap due to strain
in ZnSe and ZnTe is reaffirmed by both the hybrid DFT and GW methods. Work
presented in this chapter is published as scientific paper (Ref. [62]).
3.4 Epitaxial strain assisted bandgap engineering in
nano-heterostructures
Now, once bandgap variation under strain is established, I model electronic proper-
ties of ZnSe/ZnTe nano-heterostructures using PBE and HSE exchange-correlation
functional. I do not use GW method, though I show that it is more accurate at
predicting bandgap of semiconductors, as it is computationally very expensive
for modeling nano-heterostructures that have close to 100 atoms. The choice of
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ZnSe and ZnTe in the present work is motivated by the high tunability of their
bandgap under uniaxial strains [61,62,64]. Moreover, ZnSe and ZnTe are benign
materials with a modest lattice mismatch of 7.3% [134]. In-plane strains in either
epitaxially grown thin films or coherent core/shell nanowires can be modeled us-
ing bilayer-nano-heterostructures as schematically shown in Fig. 3.9. I consider
nano-heterostructures with (110) interfacial plane orientations. These interfacial
planes induce reduced or even zero polarization as opposed to the (111) plane,
which are crucial in explicitly determining the effect of epitaxial strain on the
bandgap and the band offset in nano-heterostructure [135,136].
Atomic structures of the supercells for modeling (110) interfacial planes are
shown in Fig. 3.10. I consider two extreme levels of in-plane strains, that can be
achieved in ZnSe/ZnTe coherent nano-heterostructures. In one case, ZnTe acts
as the substrate and ZnSe is lattice matched to it (henceforth referred to as het-
ero@ZnTe) thus inducing +7.3% (tensile) strain in ZnSe. In the other case, the
system is inverted, i.e., ZnSe is considered as the substrate and ZnTe is lattice-
matched to it (henceforth referred to as hetero@ZnSe); this induces -7.3% (com-
pressive) strain in ZnTe. For the nano-heterostructure with the interfacial plane
(110), there will be in-plane stress along the [111] and [112] directions on each
of the components but there will be no stress along the [110] direction as atoms
can relax to relieve stresses. In-plane stresses in each component is governed by
the lattice mismatch, the difference in thickness and the elastic constants of each
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Fig. 3.9: Epitaxial strain in core/shell nanowire and thin film grown on a sub-
strate can be modeled using bilayer-nano-heterostructure. In-plane
strain in core/shell and thin film is along (110) interfacial plane.
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Table 3.2: The bandgap of bulk ZnSe and ZnTe, calculated using PBE and HSE
exchange-correlation functional at equilibrium and under in-planes
strains in (110) planes, percentage change in the bandgap from the
equilibrium are indicated in parentheses. The bandgap and bandgap
change under strain in nano-heterostructure (hetero) calculated using




Bulk Exp. Hetero Hetero
PBE (%) HSE (%) PBE HSE
ZnSe
Equilibrium 1.20 2.35 2.71 1.30 2.45
+7.3%@(110) 0.45 (-62) 1.43 (-39) - 0.52 1.70
ZnTe
Equilibrium 1.10 2.13 2.39 1.37 2.25
-7.3%@(110) 0.61 (-44) 1.42 (-33) - 0.62 1.55
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Fig. 3.10: Atomic structure of supercells for modeling in-plane strain in
bilayer-nano-heterostructure (nano-heterostructure), with interfacial
planes(112) (a) and (110) (b). Blue, red, and green atoms represent
Zn, Te and Se, respectively.
component. Strain and stress states similar to that in the nano-heterostructure
can be achieved in bulk as well; hence, before modeling the computationally ex-
pensive nano-heterostructure systems, I modeled similar in-plane strain and stress
states using a bulk supercell. Structural optimization of the bulk and slab systems
are done using PBE functionals; the optimized structures are used to calculate
electronic properties (bandgap and band edges) using the PBE and HSE function-
als. For bulk calculations a 7x7x7 Monkhorst−Pack mesh was used for k-point
sampling, and for the slab calculations, the mesh size was reduced proportionally.
A plane wave cutoff of 400 eV for the plane wave expansion of the wave functions
was used.
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First, I report on the effect of in-plane strains on the bandgap of the bulk.
To mimic the strain conditions of nano-heterostructures in the bulk, the in-plane
lattice parameters were strained to the desired values and the lattice parameter
normal to the strained plane is allowed to vary such that there is no stress normal
to the plane. Calculations involving strains require a supercell containing six
pairs of ZnSe or ZnTe units in the zinc blende crystal structure oriented along the
three orthonormal directions [111], [110], and [112]. A subroutine of VASP [47]
is modified to achieve relaxation in only certain directions; this modification is
discussed in Appendix C.
Table 3.2 summarizes the bandgaps of the equilibrium and biaxially strained
systems calculated using PBE and HSE exchange-correlation functional. The
equilibrium bandgap of ZnSe and ZnTe predicted by HSE are in closer agreement
with the corresponding experimental values as compared to those obtained using
PBE. It is worth mentioning here that PBE tends to underestimate absolute
values of the bandgap and overestimate the bandgap change under similar strain
level compared to HSE. However, the bandgap change predicted by PBE shows
similar trends as HSE, which is in agreement with my previous observation of
the bandgap and the bandgap change under uniaxial strain [62]. I note that the
bandgap change under same level of strains in heterostructures (which will be
discussed in detail later) shows similar trend in bandgap change.
Next, I investigate the effect of in-plane strains on the bandgap and band
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Fig. 3.11: Conduction band edges and valence band edges across the interface
of nano-heterostructure calculated using layer decomposed density of
states. Two level of strains are considered for heterostructures with
(110) interfacial plane orentation, in-plane lattice parameter strained
to ZnSe equilibrium lattice parameter (hetero@ZnSe) (a) and (b), and
to ZnTe equilibrium lattice parameter (hetero@ZnTe) (c) and (d). The
zero point of energy was chosen to correspond to the Fermi energy.
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offset in nano-heterostructures. In Fig. 3.11, I plot the band edges of the nano-
heterostructure as a function of distance from the interface. Band edges of
nano-heterostructures are calculated using the layer decomposed density of states
(LDOS) projected onto atomic planes [137,138]; the LDOS for each layer is ob-
tained by summing the density of states (DOS) projected from each atom in a layer
and dividing by the total number of ZnSe or ZnTe pairs in that layer. In comput-
ing the LDOS, the energy eigenvalues are smeared with Gaussians of a width of
0.05 eV. The band offset and the bandgap changes dramatically, in the presence of
interface and due to strain induced in each component in nano-heterostructures.
Bandgap varies non-linearly across the interface due to bending of band edges.
The valence band offset varies from 0.9 eV to 0 eV and the conduction band offset
varies from 0.1 eV To 0.9 eV as in-plane lattice parameters of the heterostructure
is changed from equilibrium lattice parameter of ZnSe to ZnTe. HSE calculated
band edges open the bandgap due to shift in conduction band to higher energy
and valance band to lower energy. Although bandgaps of individual components
and its variation across the interface calculated using HSE is larger than PBE
but the band offsets remain nearly the same, the valence band offset varies from
1.0 eV to 0 eV and the conduction band offset varies from 0.1 eV to 1.0 eV for
extreme levels of strain.
It is interesting to note that conduction band bending is always confined
to ZnTe and valence band bending to ZnSe. A similar behavior is observed in
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CdSe/CdTe heterostructure where the conduction band bending is always confined
to CdTe and the valence band bending to CdSe [139]. The variation of the band
offsets and the bandgap at two levels of strains can be understood in terms of the
change in the relative energy of the valence and the conduction band edges with
respect to the equilibrium values. ZnTe in hetero@ZnSe is biaxially compressed;
under biaxial compression the bandgap reduction is predominantly driven by the
increase in energy of the valence band, hence only the valence band of ZnTe
increases in energy. For case of the hetero@ZnTe, ZnSe is biaxially stretched,
reduction in this case is driven by the decrease in the conduction band energy of
ZnSe.
3.5 Conclusion
In summary, using DFT and beyond-DFT, I have explored the electronic proper-
ties of bulk ZnX under uniaxial and biaxial strain. Under large uniaxial compres-
sive strains, ZnX systems undergo a transition from the equilibrium wurtzite or
zinc blende phases to a pseudographitic phase. Simultaneously, a large bandgap
variation was observed. These conclusions were also confirmed using a set of
beyond-DFT computations exploiting hybrid functionals and many-body pertur-
bation theory. Armed with these insights nano-heterostructures involving ZnX
were then studied. I find that bandgaps and the band offsets depend on the level
of strain on each component of nano-heterostructure, which can be tuned to fall
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well within the solar spectrum by suitably choosing the thickness of each compo-
nents. This gives a powerful way to tune the bandgap and band offset of other
semiconductor nano-heterostructures, making them attractive for photovoltaic ap-
plications. In particular, ZnSe/ZnTe nano-heterostructure shows a large variation
in the bandgap across the interface, due to band bending near the interface. As an
example, I show that by forming a coherent ZnSe/ZnTe nano-heterostructure, the
bandgap of ZnSe can be reduced to 1.60 eV (compared to its equilibrium bandgap
of 2.71 eV), in addition to creating a Type II interfacial band offset. This is ideal
for photovoltaic devices that should have a staggered Type II band offset to fa-
cilitate separation of electrons and holes, and bandgap values in the appropriate
range to allow for the maximal photon adsorption across the solar spectrum.
Chapter 4
Mechanical properties of metal/ceramic
nano-heterostructures
4.1 Introduction
The mechanical behavior of metal/ceramic composites has been an important
topic, given the possibility of enhancing the mechanical strength by the inclu-
sion of a ceramic material while retaining some amount of ductility of met-
als [45,46]. This has indeed been achieved in Al/TiN (metal/ceramic) multilayer
nano-heterostructures. Such multilayers, at extremely small layer thicknesses (<5
nm), acquire remarkable flow strengths (up to 4.5 GPa maximum) and high com-
pressive deformability (5− 7% plastic strain) [25].
In this chapter, I attempt to explain both these mechanical properties, i.e.,
the high flow strength and the high deformability. Since, the flow strength is
related to the shear strength of the system, I first test the specific role of inter-
faces in enhancing the flow strengths (as interfaces in such nano-heterostructures
constitute a significant portion of their volume). The shear strength of various
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possible interfaces in the Al/TiN multilayer were modeled. Next, since the high
strength can also be attributed to the strain-hardening of Al due to a confined
layer slip mechanism [25], and because plastic deformation of TiN then becomes
crucial in explaining mechanical properties, I turn to understand the plastic defor-
mation of TiN. In the absence of any reliable information on the plastic behavior
of TiN, I develop a first principles approach to model dislocations and the associ-
ated resistance to the glide of dislocations in TiN (Peierls stress). First principles
calculations aim to elucidate the preferred slip planes of dislocations in TiN and
the possibility of plastic deformation of TiN.
4.2 Role of the Al/TiN interface
The ideal shear strength−the highest achievable theoretical strength of a material−is
the minimum stress needed to plastically deform an infinite dislocation-free crys-
tal [140]. An accurate estimate of the ideal shear strength is central to under-
standing the limits of mechanical strength of nanostructured materials such as
multilayer films [141,142]. Using DFT the ideal shear strengths of Al, TiN, Al-
TiN multilayers and the Al/TiN interface were calculated. The effect of interfaces
on the shear behavior is explored for two geometries: (i) the Al/TiN interfacial
region in a bilayer, and (ii) the Al/TiN multilayer with layer thickness <5 nm.
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4.2.1 The ideal shear strength of Al
To calculate the ideal shear strength, a series of incremental shear strains were
applied to the suitably chosen supercells (lattice orientation will be discussed case
by case). The total energy and Hellmann-Feynman stress values as a function of
strain were then obtained. At each step of applied strains, a full relaxation of
atomic positions was allowed. I consider two extremes of ideal shear strength. In
one case relaxation of cell shape and volume (increase in volume would be reported
as % volume increase) is allowed so that there is no stress in the system except
along the shear direction. This would be referred to as pure shear. In the second
case, the cell shape and volume were not relaxed. Therefore, stress in directions
other than the shear direction were created during the shearing process. This
would be referred to as simple shear. The highest achievable shear stress in the
shearing process is reported as the ideal shear strength of the material.
Given that the well-established slip plane of Al is {111}, the shear strength
of Al was calculated for the {111}〈112〉 and {111}〈110〉 slip systems. Table 4.1
compares the results of the current work with available calculated values. The
computed values for the simple and pure ideal shear strength of 4.2 GPa and 3.2
GPa, respectively, for the {111}〈112〉 slip system of Al are in good agreement with
previous DFT results [147,148]. Both pure and simple shear strengths of Al are
lower in the 〈112〉 shear direction compared to the 〈110〉 shear direction. Fig. 4.1
shows the relative movement of atoms along the 〈112〉 and the 〈110〉 directions.
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Fig. 4.1: First and second columns show unit cell of Al at equilibrium and
sheared states, respectively. Right column shows top view (perpen-
dicular to the shearing plane) of relative movement of atoms in layer 2
with respect to layer 1, in (a) 〈112〉 direction (b) 〈110〉 direction.)
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Table 4.1: The simple and pure shear strength of Al for various shear systems.
Values obtained in the current work are compared with the values
reported in the literature (using GGA functional).













Ref[152] 3.7 - 2.9 - -
Present 4.2 0.20 3.2 0.19 1.9
{111}〈110〉
Ref.[153] - - 3.5 - -
Present 6.9 0.27 4.3 0.25 4.1
Atoms in layer 1 are fixed, and open circles show the relative movement of atoms
of layer 2 during the shear process. When Al is sheared in the 〈112〉 direction, the
upper layer of atoms move symmetrically with respect to the lower layer, while
movement of atoms due to shearing along the 〈110〉 direction is hindered. From
the movement of atoms, it is intuitive that the ideal shear strength of Al is lower
in the 〈112〉 direction than in the 〈110〉 direction. Consistent with the relative
shearing of atoms, the volume relaxation involved during pure shear is higher by
2% in the 〈110〉 direction compared to the 〈112〉 direction.
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Fig. 4.2: First and second columns show the unit cell of TiN at equilibrium and
sheared state, respectively. Right column shows the top view (perpen-
dicular to the shear plane) of the relative movement of atoms, 1 and 2
denotes two layers involved in shearing. (a) {111}〈112〉, (b) {111}〈110〉,
(c) {001}〈010〉, (d) {001}〈110〉,(e) {110}〈110〉, and (f) {110}〈001〉 .
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Table 4.2: The ideal shear strength of TiN for various shear systems under stress
states of simple and pure shear.













{111}〈112〉 45.4 0.38 29.0 0.21 3.8
{111}〈110〉 121.0 0.73 35.3 0.33 10.8
{001}〈100〉 51.2 0.42 35.5 0.28 1.6
{001}〈110〉 39.4 0.33 32.7 0.28 1.3
{110}〈110〉 151.6 0.60 29.0(31.0 [149]) 0.20 6.0
{110}〈001〉 65.6 0.47 56.4 0.47 1.5
4.2.2 The ideal shear strength of TiN
The ideal simple and pure shear strengths of TiN are calculated for the following
six shear systems: {111}〈112〉, {111}〈110〉, {001}〈100〉, {001}〈110〉, {110}〈110〉,
and {110}〈001〉. Fig. 4.2 shows the relative movement of atoms along various
shear directions; layer 1 is fixed and the relative movement of atoms of layer 2
upon shearing is shown by open circles. The shear strengths of TiN in pure and
simple shear states and volume relaxation corresponding to pure shear are listed
in Table 4.2.
The {111} planes of TiN consist of alternating layers of Ti and N atoms.
Ti and N atoms are symmetrically bonded to N and Ti atoms above and below,
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respectively. Hence, each layer moves symmetrically with respect to the other.
Similar to the behavior of Al, when TiN is sheared in {111}〈112〉, the upper
layer of atoms (N) move symmetrically with respect to lower layer, as seen in Fig.
4.2(a). However, the movement of atoms due to shearing along the 〈110〉 direction
is hindered by Ti atoms in the layer above and below, leading to a bending of
the path of atoms along the 〈112〉 direction, as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). Due to the
symmetrical nature of atomic movements along the 〈112〉 type directions, the pure
shear strength of TiN is lower along 〈112〉 29 GPa as compared to the strength
along 〈110〉 35.3 GPa. Accordingly, the volume relaxation involved during pure
shear is higher along 〈110〉 as compared to 〈112〉.
The {001} planes have equal number of Ti and N atoms, with the Ti (N)
atoms bonded to the N (Ti) atoms below (above). Hence, each {001} layer is
symmetrically bonded along 〈001〉, and just two layers are sufficient to represent
the relative movement of atoms. When sheared along 〈010〉 or 〈110〉, both Ti
and N atoms moves symmetrically as shown in Fig. 4.2(c) and (d). Due to the
symmetric movements of atoms with no hindrance from other atoms, pure and
simple shear strengths differ by a small value (of 6.7-15.7 GPa) compared to other
slip planes. Also, the volume relaxations are small (1.25-1.55%) in both cases.
The {110} planes have equal number of Ti and N atoms in each layer,
similar to the case of {001} planes. Simple and pure shear strength of TiN in
the {110}〈110〉 slip system differs by a large value (122.6 GPa), accompanied
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by a large volume relaxation (6.02%) in pure shear deformation. This is due to
hindrance of atomic movement by the out of plane atoms in the adjacent layers.
Pure shear strength of 29 GPa, in {110}〈110〉 shear is in good agreement with
the prior DFT calculated value of 31 GPa [149]. For {110}〈001〉 shear, due to
symmetrical movement of atoms and no atoms to hinder, simple and pure shear
strength of this shear system only differ by a small value of 9.2 GPa and the
volume relaxation is as low as 1.45%.
Based on the pure shear strength of TiN, I predict that there are sev-
eral slips systems possible, {111}〈112〉, {111}〈110〉, {001}〈010〉, {001}〈110〉, and
{110}〈110〉. All of these systems have pure shear strength close to 30 GPa. This
also includes {111}〈110〉, which is the slip system of rock salt crystal structure.
As in Al, pure shear strength of TiN for {111}〈112〉 shear is lowest among several
shear systems considered. Thus it is reasonable to assume that Al-TiN multilayer
nanocomposites have lowest ideal shear strength along the 〈112〉 directions on the
{111} planes.
4.2.3 The ideal shear strength of the Al/TiN interfacial region
In this section, I describe the computation of the ideal shear strength of the Al/TiN
interfacial region. The shear behavior of the Al/TiN interfaces was modeled by
rigidly shearing a block of Al on top of TiN along the 〈112〉 directions on the
{111} plane. Supercell contains 3 layers of Al and 3 layers of TiN (3 layers of
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Fig. 4.3: Schematic representation of interface model with rigid shearing between
Al and TiN at the interface.
Table 4.3: The ideal shear strength of interfaces, Al with N terminated TiN
(Al/N) and Al with Ti terminated TiN (Al/Ti). Interface 1: Equal
and opposite biaxial stress in Al and TiN layers. Interface 2: Al
lattice parameter stretched to match TiN.
Interface 1 Interface 2
Shear strength Shear Shear strength Shear
(GPa) strain (GPa) strain
Al/N 19.1 0.39 26.4 0.49
Al/Ti 3.3 0.18 3.2 0.18
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Ti and 3 layers of N), and each layer has 2 atoms. This involves shearing of Al
and N or Ti bonds depending on the termination. At the interface, atoms were
allowed to relax, in all directions except the direction of shear. The total energy
and Hellmann-Feynman stress values as a function of strain were then obtained.
To calculate shear strength of the interface, total energy is plotted as a function of
displacement along the shear directions. Plot is fitted to third degree polynomial.
Derivative of curve divided by interfacial area gives stress at each displacement.
Initially stress increases and then it reaches maximum value, which give ideal shear
strength of the interface. In the case under consideration two interface types are
possible: interfacial TiN being either N- or Ti-terminated leading to, respectively,
Al-N or Al-Ti bonds at the interface (referred to as the Al/N or Al/Ti interface).
A schematic of the interface under shear is shown in Fig. 4.3. The interface
between materials with different lattice parameters can induce biaxial stresses.
Two stress conditions were considered at the interface; Interface 1: Equal and
opposite biaxial stress in Al and TiN layers at the interface; Interface 2: Al lattice
parameter is stretched to match that of TiN at the interface.
Table 4.3 lists the ideal shear strength of the interfaces under two types of
biaxial stress states. Irrespective of the biaxial stress states at the interface 1 or
2, the shear strength of the Al/Ti and Al/N interface is of the order of the ideal
shear strength of Al and TiN, respectively. Moreover, the strain at the ideal shear
strength is approximately equal to that in bulk Al and bulk TiN, for Al/Ti and
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Fig. 4.4: Atomic structure of the Al/TiN multilayered slab used in the calcula-
tion. The TiN layer is bounded by Al layers above and below that are
in twin orientation with respect to each other, consistent with experi-
mental observation. Al always sits at fcc configuration with respect to
underlying TiN.
Al/N interface, respectively. This confirms that metallic bonding exist at Al/Ti
interface similar to that in Al, and covalent/ionic bonding at Al/N interface similar
to that in TiN.
4.2.4 The ideal shear strength of the Al-TiN multilayer
To compute the shear behavior of the Al-TiN multilayer, I consider a supercell
with: (1) alternating layers of Al and TiN along the [111] direction, consistent
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with the experimentally observed interface plane [25,150], (2) two layers of Al and
TiN in each slab, with both layers of Al twinned with respect to each other, as
observed experimentally [150], and (3) at the interface, Al atoms are in the fcc
position (or site) with respect to adjacent TiN such that a fcc stacking sequence
of A(Ti)B(Ti)C(Ti)A(Al) is maintained [25,150]. For simplicity, the supercell
has in plane lattice spacings of TiN. The atomic structure of the slab for this
configuration is shown in Fig. 4.4. I chose a minimum number of layers of Al and
TiN to ensure presence of a significant interfacial effect. In all cases, the slab is
sheared in the 〈112〉 direction in accordance with the fact that shear strength of
Al and TiN is among lowest in {111}〈112〉 shear and Al/TIN interface is formed
on {111} planes.
I find that the ideal shear strength of the composite is limited by Al and is
the same as the ideal shear strength of Al. Shear occurs in twinned region for the
case considered, but it can occur in Al region or twinned Al region depending on if
supercell is sheared in 〈112〉 or 〈112〉 direction. The preference for shearing along
the Al/Al layer as opposed to the Al/N interface was also noted for the case when
the thickness of Al was just two atomic layers.This is because the shear strength of
the Al/TiN interface when the interface is N-terminated is much higher than the
Al/Al layers adjacent to the interface. Thus, in multilayers with N-terminated
interfaces, the interface shear may occur in the weaker Al/Al layer one atomic
layer away from the interface.
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In conclusion the ideal shear strength of the Al/TiN interfacial region de-
pends strongly on the interface chemistry. For N-termination, due to the strong
N-Al bonding the shear strength is much higher than the case of Ti-termination
with relatively weaker Ti-Al metallic bonding. Thus, the ideal shear strength of
the interface is of the order of shear strengths of pure Al and pure TiN for N and
Ti interfacial terminations, respectively. An implication of this finding is that in
Al/TiN multilayers, if the interfaces are N-terminated the shear occurs not at the
Al/N interface but at the Al/Al layer below the interface at stresses on the order
of the ideal shear strength of Al. Thus, the ideal shear strength of the composite
is limited by Al and is the same as the ideal shear strength of Al. Thus I conclude
that high strength is mainly due to strain-hardening of Al layer due to confined
layer slip mechanism, as proposed earlier [25]. Work presented in this chapter is
published as scientific paper (Ref. [63]).
4.3 Plastic deformation of TiN
In this section, I explore the possibility of deforming TiN plastically, which has
lead to a new strategy for the consideration of dislocations at the first principles
level of theory. The Peierls stress associated with various possible slip systems
in TiN were determined. As TiN has a rock-salt crystal structure, the shortest
possible Burgers vector is a0/2〈110〉, where a0 is the lattice constant; however,
the slip planes are not known. I consider three low index planes namely the (110),
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(001) and (111) planes; as these are the mostly likely slip planes. To get accurate
atomic forces and stresses, a 1x1x7 Monkhorst−Pack mesh for k-point sampling
and a planewave kinetic energy cutoff of 500 eV for the planewave expansion of
the wave functions were used in all our supercell calculations.
4.3.1 Core structure of edge dislocations
Fig. 4.5 shows the core structure of a0/2[110](001) edge character dislocation in
TiN, with (a) the atomic structure of the supercell, (b) the differential displace-
ments (DD) [153,154] and the Nye tensor distribution [155] for the dislocation,
and (c) a ”bird’s eye” examination of the dislocation core structure. The simu-
lation supercell has the geometry with [110], [001] and [110] directions, along the
x, y and z axes, respectively. The dislocation line direction is in the z direction.
Differential displacements show the relative displacement from a perfect lattice
of two nearest neighbor atoms, projected along the Burgers vector direction by
a vector of the corresponding length between the two atoms. The Nye tensor
distribution computes the differential displacements between all nearest neigh-
bor atoms, which produces a distribution of misfit or Burgers vector distribution.
Such a distribution is projected onto the plane perpendicular to the dislocation
line and is smoothly interpolated. The extrema in the Nye tensor distribution
represent the dislocation core atoms. In this case, the core region includes two Ti
and two N atoms at the extra half plane side of the dislocation on the slip plane
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Fig. 4.5: (a) Atomic structure of the supercell containing dipole of a0/2[110](001)
edge dislocation. Edge dislocations are marked in the supercell. (b) Nye
tensor distribution of the corresponding supercell. (c) Atomic structure
of single edge dislocation.
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(Fig. 4.5(b), indicating a compact core. The Nye tensor distribution plot also
confirms our assumption of cores not interacting with each other during our DFT
simulations. Fig. 4.5(c) shows a detailed examination of the dislocation core, with
two lines that mark the continuous line of atoms in a nearly perfect crystal. Two
extra half planes (one Ti and one N) are seen in between these lines. The criteria
for the bonds between atoms to be shown for a pair of atoms is that the bond
length be less than 2.6 A˚. There are only two atoms in the core region that have
a decrease of coordination number (from 6 to 5), presumably due to the highly
rigid nature of the bonds.
Fig. 4.6 shows the core structure of a0/2[110](110) edge character dislocation
in TiN along with the DD and the Nye tensor distribution for the dislocation. The
simulation supercell has the geometry with [110], [110] and [001] directions, along
the x, y and z axes, respectively. The dislocation line direction is again in the z
direction. It is noted that the core of this dislocation is more extended than the
a0/2[110](001) edge dislocation. Fig. 4.6(c) shows a detailed examination of the
dislocation core, with two lines that mark the continuous line of atoms in nearly
perfect crystal. The core region contains up to five Ti and five N atoms at the
extra half plane side of the dislocation on the slip plane, indicating an extended
core. Again, the bonds are shown for pairs of atoms with distance less that 2.6 A˚,
and two N and two Ti atoms have a decrease of coordination number from 6 to
5. This core structure is essentially same as the core structure found in previous
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Fig. 4.6: (a) Atomic structure of the supercell containing dipole of a0/2[110](110)
edge dislocation. Edge dislocations are marked in the supercell. (b) Nye
tensor distribution of the corresponding supercell. (c) Atomic structure
of single edge dislocation.
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atomistic studies of MgO using empirical potential [156].
In Fig. 4.7, I show the core structure of a0/2[110](111) edge character dislo-
cation in TiN, the DD, and the Nye tensor distribution for the dislocation. The
simulation supercell has the geometry with [110], [111] and [112] directions, along
the x, y and z axes, respectively, the dislocation line direction is in the z direc-
tion. The Nye tensor plot suggested that this edge dislocation dissociates into
two partial dislocations. Fig. 4.7(c) and (d) shows a detailed examination of the
dislocation core, with two lines that mark the continuous line of atoms in nearly
perfect crystal. The two dislocations in the supercell are not equal to each other
since one is N terminated, and the other is Ti terminated at the slip plane. This
is due to the dipole arrangement of the supercell. Both dislocations show clear
splitting into partials. Interestingly, inside both dislocation cores, no atom has
coordination number different from that of bulk, due to the splitting of dislocation
to two partials.
4.3.2 Peierls stress of edge dislocations
To calculate Peierls stress on a given plane of edge dislocations with Burgers
vector a0/2[110], shear strain is applied on (001), (110) and (111) planes along
[110]. After introduction of dislocations, both the lattice vectors and the internal
atomic positions of the computational supercell are relaxed so it is stress free.
Then shear strain is applied by tilting the lattice vectors of the supercell in the
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Fig. 4.7: (a) Atomic structure of the supercell containing dipole of a0/2[110](111)
edge dislocation. Edge dislocations are marked in the supercell. (b) Nye
tensor distribution of the corresponding supercell. (c) Atomic structure
of single edge dislocation.
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Table 4.4: Peierls stress of edge dislocations calculated for various slip systems
are listed.
Slip System τDFTp (GPa) 4τDFTp (GPa) τTotalp (GPa)
〈110〉{001} 0.5-0.6 0.33 0.8-0.9
〈110〉{110} 1.7-2.2 0.65 2.4-2.9
〈110〉{111} 7.9-8.8 0.46 8.4-9.3
desired directions. Initial value of the resultant shear stress can be estimated using
elastic constants and the applied shear strain, which is found to be comparable to
the DFT calculated Virial stress in the supercell.
The DFT determined values of the Peierls stress for each dislocation are
shown in Table 4.4. Since a limited number of DFT calculations were performed,
these values are reported as a range. The lower number represents the largest
value of the shear stress for which the dislocation did not move, while the higher
number represents the stress at which the dislocation moved by at least half a
Burgers vector. Table 4.4 lists both the uncorrected DFT Peierls stress (τDFTp ,)
the correction to the calculated value (4τDFTp ), and the corrected (τTotalp ) Peierls
stress ( τDFTp + 4τDFTp ). The lowest Peierls stress obtained for edge dislocations
is 0.8-0.9 GPa for the a0/2[110](110) slip system. The second lowest Peierls stress
obtained is 2.4-2.9 GPa for the a0/2[110](111) slip system, and the highest Peierls
stress (8.4-9.3 GPa) is for the a0/2[110](001) slip system.
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Fig. 4.8: Differential displacement map of the screw dislocations. Black and blue
dot represents Ti and N atoms, respectively.
4.3.3 Core structure of screw dislocations
Similar to edge dislocations, I consider screw dislocations with Burgers vector
a0/2[110]. The simulation supercell has the geometry of x in [112], y in [111] and
z in [110] directions. The dislocation line direction is in the z direction. Screw
dislocation in TiN is found to spread in {110} plane, leading to the dislocation
core structure shown in Fig. 4.8, which shows differential displacement map of the
core structure of a0/2[110] screw character dislocation in TiN. On the differential
displacement map, only the displacement along the Burgers vector is plotted. The
strong asymmetry in the screw dislocation core spread is also observed in the P-N
model analysis of the screw dislocation in MgO based on the generalized stacking
fault energies from DFT as input [157].
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Fig. 4.9: (a) Movement of screw dislocation in (110) plane. (b) Movement of
dislocation in (110) plane. Though shear is applied to move in (111)
plane dislocation move on (110) plane, as Peierls stress is small. Red
and green arrows represent equilibrium and displaced screw dislocation.
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4.3.4 Peierls stress of screw dislocations
To calculate the Peierls stress of the screw dislocation with Burgers vector a0/2[110]
along different slip planes, shear strain is applied on (001), (110) and (111) planes
along the [110] direction. After introduction of the dislocation, again, both the
lattice vectors and the internal atomic positions of the computational supercell
are relaxed so it is stress free before the shear strain is applied.
I first applied shear strain on a simulation supercell for the dislocation to
glide on (110). The simulation is set up with a triclinic supercell containing dis-
location dipole as described earlier, with x in [001], y in [110], and z in [110]
directions. The dislocation line is in z direction. Since a0/2[110] screw dislocation
has core spread mainly in (110) plane, I expect the Peierls stress of the disloca-
tion glide on this plane to be the lowest. The applied shear strain yz induces
Peach-Koehler forces in x direction and screw dislocation moves in (110) plane.
It was determined that the critical shear stress is between 0.3−0.6 GPa. I use
the differential displacement map to show movement of the screw dislocation. In
Fig. 4.9(a), it is clearly shown that after the critical shear stress, a movement of
screw dislocation on (110) plane is observed.
Next I also setup a simulation supercell to allow the a0/2[110] screw disloca-
tion to glide on (111) plane, with x in [1112], y in [111], and z in [110]] directions.
The applied shear strain yz induces Peach-Koehler force in x direction and dis-
location is expected to move in (111) plane. However, since this force has a
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Fig. 4.10: Movement of dislocation in (111) plane. Though shear is applied so
that screw dislocation moves in (001) plane. Red and green arrows
represent equilibrium and displaced screw dislocation.
component on the neighboring (110) plane by an angle of 35.26o and the Peierls
stress of the screw dislocation to glide along (110) plane is small enough, it was
observed that the dislocation moved on (110) plane instead. Fig. 4.9(b) shows the
movement of screw dislocation on (110) plane.
Finally, I setup a simulation supercell to allow the a0/2[110] screw disloca-
tion to glide on (001) plane, with x in [110], y in [001], and z in [110] directions.
Shear strain yz is applied on the supercell, so this induces force in x direction and
dislocation is expected to move on (001) plane. In this case, the dislocation was
found to move on the neighboring (111) plane which has an angle of 54.74o with
(001) plane. Fig. 4.10 shows movement of such screw dislocation on (111) plane
after the critical shear stress was applied. The critical shear stress is between 10.3
and 14.9 GPa. This leads to the DFT calculated Peierls stress τDFTp of the screw
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Table 4.5: Peierls stress of screw dislocations calculated for various slip systems
are listed.
Slip System τDFTp (GPa) 4τDFTp (GPa) τTotalp (GPa)
〈110〉{001} 0.3-0.6 0.29 0.6-0.9
〈110〉{110} 8.6-9.2 0.36 9.0-9.5
〈110〉{111} 14.9 0.26 ¿15.2
dislocation along (111) slip plane between 8.6−9.2 GPa. And it is estimated that
the Peierls stress τDFTp of the screw dislocation along (001) slip plane is greater
than 14.9 GPa.
In Table 4.5, both the DFT calculated Peierls stress τDFTp , correction to
calculated value 4τDFTp , and the sum of the two values is the Peierls stress finally
obtained for the slip systems are listed. The lowest Peierls stress obtained for screw
dislocations is 0.6−0.9 GPa for a0/2[110](110). This is followed by Peierls stress for
a0/2[110](111) 9.0−9.5 GPa. And the highest Peierls stress is for a0/2[110](001),
more than 15.2 GPa. For comparison, the Peierls stresses for edge dislocations
in MgO as determined from the classical P-N model using DFT inputs of GSF
energies are, 0.15 GPa for a0/2[110](110) and 1.6 GPa for a0/2[110](001) [158].
The trend in the screw dislocation is similar to the edge dislocation case discussed
earlier. In TiN, the lowest Peierls stress of the screw dislocation is comparable
to that of the edge dislocation. However, it is noted that for screw dislocation,
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the second lowest Peierls stress (slip along (111)), is much higher than the edge
dislocation counterpart by a large quantity, about 6.5 GPa.
4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, I show that although the ideal shear strength of the Al/TiN in-
terfacial region depends strongly on the interface chemistry, the strength of the
multilayer is limited by Al and is the same as the ideal shear strength of Al.
Thus, despite the fact that interfaces comprise a more significant volume fraction
of the multilayer with decreasing layer thickness, they do not explain strength-
ening of Al/TiN multilayer. Thus, the increased strength may be mainly due to
strain-hardening of Al layers due to confined slip mechanism. In an effort to ex-
plain plastic deformation of TiN, a first principles method was developed to model
dislocations and the Peierls stress. A first-ever DFT computation of the Peierls
stress of TiN gives an estimate of the lowest Peierls stress of approximately 1 GPa,
which is surprisingly much lower compared to the lowest ideal shear strength of
29 GPa. This explains the possibility of plastic deformation of thin layer of TiN
at experimentally observed flow strength of 4.5 GPa.
Chapter 5
Summary and outlook
In this thesis, I systematically studied electronic and mechanical properties of
nano-heterostructures, which are of immense technological significance as well as
scientific curiosity. I explored the possibility of bandgap tuning of semiconductors
through epitaxial strain, and attempted to explain the increased strength and
high compressibility of Al/TiN multilayer nano-heterostructures. Below, I collect
my main findings and offer some thoughts on future work pertaining to each of
the two aspects investigated.
5.1 Electronic properties of semiconductor nano-heterostructures
Based on our study, I propose a powerful way to tune the bandgap of individual
components and the band offsets across heterostructure interfaces using epitaxial
strain. As an example, I show that by forming a coherent ZnSe/ZnTe nano-
heterostructure, the bandgap of ZnSe can be reduced to 1.60 eV (compared to its
equilibrium bandgap of 2.71 eV), in addition to creating a Type II interfacial band
offset. This is ideal for photovoltaic devices that should have a staggered Type II
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band offset to facilitate separation of electrons and holes, and bandgap values in
the appropriate range to allow for the maximal photon adsorption across the solar
spectrum. The valence band offset varies from 0.9 eV to 0 eV and the conduction
band offset varies from 0.1 eV to 0.9 eV as the in-plane lattice parameters of
the heterostructure is changed from the equilibrium lattice parameter of ZnSe to
ZnTe.
Though the ZnSe/ZnTe system is a good candidate for application in a
photovoltaic device, there may be other better choices. Several such combinations
of semiconductors nano-heterostructure could be explored for (1) a more suitable
range of bandgap and band offsets (2) the ability of the heterostructure to sustain
strain, and (3) ease of synthesis.
5.2 Mechanical properties of metal/ceramic nano-heterostructures
I find that in Al/TiN multilayers, if the interfaces are N-terminated, shear occurs
not at the Al/N interface but at the Al/Al layer below the interface at stresses on
the order of the ideal shear strength of Al. In the case of Ti-termination, shear
occurs at the Al/Ti interface. This excludes the possibility of the interface playing
a role in increased strength of Al/TiN multilayers and leaves us with the option
of explaining the increased strength due to strain-hardening of Al.
To explain the observed plastic deformation of TiN in a Al/TiN multilayer,
I develop a first principles method to model dislocations and the Peierls stress.
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A first-ever DFT computation of the Peierls stress of TiN gives an estimate of
the lowest Peierls stress of approximately 1 GPa. This explains the possibility of
plastic deformation of thin layer of TiN at experimentally observed flow strength
of 4.5 GPa. This otherwise cannot be explained based purely on the lowest ideal
shear strength of TiN of 29 GPa.
In future work, to fully explain the plastic deformation of the TiN nano-
layer, one needs to understand the formation of dislocations in TiN: the role of
(1) the metal, and (2) the layer thickness of TiN in assisting the process. This
could lead to a more general study, which will relate the relative difference of
elastic constants of the metal and ceramic materials to the ease of deformation of
ceramics.
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Appendix A
Derivation of isotropic elasticity correction to the Peierls
stress
For, a pure edge dislocation case, let us assume that a dislocation (A) is located
at the origin (0, 0, 0) along z direction, with Burgers vector b=(b, 0, 0). I also
assume that two dislocations (B and C) of opposite Burgers vector, -b are located
at (d, 0, 0) and (-d, 0, 0), respectively. From isotropic elasticity [45], the stress of










= (b • σ)× ξ (A.2)
where F is force, L is dislocation line length, and ξ = (0, 0, 1) the dislocation line
direction, it is determined that only non-zero contribution for dislocation to move
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where µ is shear modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio. Now, if dislocation at the
origin moves by a distance of b/4 (approximately the position of maximum applied
external shear stress before crossing the Peierls stress), the sum of the shear stress

























The shear modulus of TiN in different crystal orientations
The DFT calculated elastic constants of TiN in the cubic axis are C11=639 GPa,
C12=139 GPa, and C44=160 GPa, in good comparison with experimentally mea-
sured C11=625 GPa, C12=165 GPa, and C44=163 GPa. To compute the elastic
constants in directions other than the cube axes, the elastic constant matrix is
transformed according to {c′} = {Q˜}{c}{Q} where Qijkl = TkiTlj and {T} is the
transformation matrix between two sets of axis.
For the a0/2[110](110) edge character dislocation in TiN, the crystal axis are
x in [110], y in [111] and z in [001] direction, the computed shear modulus is C ′44,
250 GPa. For the a0/2[110](111) edge character dislocation in TiN, the crystal
axis are x in [110], y in [111] and z in [112] direction, the computed shear modulus
is C ′44, 220 GPa. For the a0/2[110](001) edge character dislocation in TiN, the
crystal axis are x in [110], y in [001] and z in [110] directions, the computed shear
modulus is C ′44, 160 GPa.
For the a0/2[110](110) screw character dislocation in TiN, the crystal axis
are x in [001], y in [110] and z in [110] direction, the computed shear modulus
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is C ′44, 250 GPa. For the a0/2[110](111) screw character dislocation in TiN, the
crystal axis are x in [112], y in [111] and z in [110] direction, the computed shear
modulus is C ′44, 220 GPa. For the a0/2[110](001) screw character dislocation
in TiN, the crystal axis are x in [110], y in [001] and z in [110] directions, the
computed shear modulus is C ′44, 160 GPa.
Appendix C
VASP subroutine for selective supercell shape modification
At present, VASP does not allow to relax the supercell-shape selectively, for in-
stance, supercell relaxation only in the x direction. To be more precise, this behav-
ior can not be achieved via the INCAR or POSCAR file. However, it is possible to
set selected components of the stress tensor to zero. For example, for relaxation
only in x direction, stress components of σyy, σzz, σxy, σyz, σzx should be zero. The
most convenient way to do this is in the routine CONSTR−CELL−RELAX
(constraint cell relaxation). In the example below, the subroutine is modified to





! just one simple example

















Method to calculate shear strength of interfaces
Fig. D.1: Schematic showing interface of material A and B and shearing direc-
tions and plane.
In this Appendix, I discuss a method to calculate shear strength of interface
between system A and B as shown in Fig. D.1. Block of atoms B is rigidly sheared
on top of A along the [x] direction on the (y) plane. At the interface, atoms
are allowed to relax in all directions except the direction of shear. To calculate
shear strength of the interface total energy of supercell is plotted as a function of
displacement along the shear directions. The energy curve is fitted to third degree
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polynomial. The derivative of energy curve with respect to displacement divided







where E is energy of the supercell, d is displacement along x, and A is interfacial
area. As blocks are sheared, initially stress increases and after reaching maximum
value it drop backs to zero at highest energy point. The maximum shear strenght
give ideal shear strength of the interface.
Appendix E
Structural details of supercells with dislocations
Dislocation was introduced in bulk-like supercell, which was temporarily assumed
to be an anisotropic, homogeneous, infinite, linear elastic body. The atoms are
considered to be embedded within this elastic body; they will move with it and
have no effect on its behavior. As the dislocation is introduced into this body, the
atoms are passively carried from their location in the un-dislocated bulk cell into
their location in the dislocated crystal. The initial atomic structure of dislocations
was created using anisotropic elasticity theory employing the Stroh solution [82].
Starting from this initial structure, dislocation core is optimized using DFT. The
atomic co-ordinates of the N and Ti atoms in a supercell containing a dipole of
dislocations are provided below in the VASP [47] input format, for several edge
and screw dislocations considered in this thesis.
100
001-plane-edge-dislocation
    1.000000000000000     
    51.3606579586751100    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000
    25.6841856884037900   25.4136757497146100    0.0000000000000000
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    2.9870000000000000
   Ti   N 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































   1.00000000000000     
    57.7397500000000008    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000
    28.8698799999999984   18.3067300000000017    0.0000000000000000
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    4.2492400000000004
   Ti   N 
   228   228
Direct
  0.9985088596300680  0.9997084838652435 -0.0000081786024422
  0.9838987705521807  0.0812610781583499  0.5000101481605452
  0.9156491427587012  0.1640059443253484 -0.0000096728558133
  0.8999873786854087  0.2462948330891018  0.4999962483600759
  0.8301081494002397  0.3304321836474963  0.9999674581371527
  0.8132544869814863  0.4131023849607133  0.4999982558286374
  0.7431914637942392  0.4976028986904669 -0.0000658206904429
  0.7243393197822763  0.5821868276798158  0.4999878819674989
  0.6547094964760134  0.6666070704762191 -0.0000037328202360
  0.6378537687279807  0.7492791766985684  0.5000178024727423
  0.5687187956296355  0.8333006555861900 -0.0000046510398849
  0.5528444382059333  0.9154369416291860  0.4999909262488687
  0.0522900360959117  0.9981748990748183  0.9999584348118717
  0.0371903179113673  0.0813075700810242  0.4999628730755008
  0.9685535387082099  0.1640477695784159 -0.0000388820855292
  0.9538055593918495  0.2456750416776117  0.4999897075555997
  0.8834461884678084  0.3294316955196400  0.0000095534798273
  0.8666716377835275  0.4120578397454862  0.5000065006210777
  0.7948722656575566  0.4967879904726937  0.0000021861546713
  0.7751584847805596  0.5824995681170927  0.5000280555850608
  0.7068817710065236  0.6654162936680784 -0.0000360026814044
  0.6884544240746749  0.7500788396306117  0.4999951853675150
  0.6207103394210868  0.8327069319293975  0.0000094991180539
  0.6044482341327050  0.9153830473472887  0.5000177688910979
  0.1062957196679131  0.9971626004581650 -0.0001013341059860
  0.0907592322785045  0.0822323604891501  0.4999171199344220
  0.0226361086642102  0.1632296914164253 -0.0000365613179827
  0.0069419029929228  0.2468384152046862  0.4999590539356106
  0.9386316782497791  0.3279550221134913  0.0000345982448484
  0.9256234851799012  0.4069494278252376  0.5000011040268058
  0.8431757157666536  0.5006018226416177  0.0000276877022060
  0.8240664536971803  0.5849457811574128  0.5000360478769337
  0.7581409207205893  0.6656136001481709  0.0000141007743228
  0.7386553053559732  0.7518012225302406  0.4999911274882839
  0.6714490146728899  0.8334351150826450 -0.0000072780038349
  0.6548683047758732  0.9167866824606513  0.4999969779800952
  0.1594840490612955  0.9996381222750679 -0.0000606178926083
  0.1465389351795302  0.0802017871966964  0.4999585692990574
  0.0766456168388691  0.1641198155837098  0.9999856672213626
  0.0621926719050165  0.2450876482922801  0.4999689523365771
  0.9945695003620559  0.3294498864299152  0.0000031229217313
  0.9874343977649794  0.4007483189094011  0.4999388419040149
  0.8891174330108595  0.5098128668556647 -0.0000202406179303
  0.8684728731603092  0.5938016005235971  0.4999309958638376
  0.8044892751079379  0.6721689136222498 -0.0000450196864728
  0.7884973149662060  0.7541404255613611  0.4999421585281030
  0.7215158609102801  0.8354582215190540 -0.0000264361881545
  0.7055434136485763  0.9177488425778269  0.4999634004001117
  0.2133641142269957  0.0015652982056742 -0.0000315844533001
  0.2018763926247225  0.0793289579272763  0.4999685094042631
  0.1328332146781639  0.1618062955688296  0.0000088998847591
  0.1186260063197580  0.2454405053613538  0.4999961882786197
  0.0529550788078747  0.3217588362670402 -0.0000290748298921
  0.0359066611885136  0.4102462619882365  0.4999681218034744
  0.9726288412167612  0.4796548453237657 -0.0000530323757670
  0.9200618000816099  0.5913263533735806  0.4999004582861185
  0.8548854740413486  0.6712658213384854 -0.0000435087532475
  0.8392072689723636  0.7536007189017948  0.4999436616709111
  0.7723256554944381  0.8360163711549923 -0.0000075479686616
  0.7564310774427403  0.9182082279744566  0.4999867109484897
  0.2685897683104368  0.0009289186779062 -0.0000237405414155
  0.2556743562790724  0.0814349148125697  0.4999881617068906
  0.1877758236413289  0.1625518585532102  0.0000079067810803
  0.1747960746711897  0.2460447539175744  0.4999904553087234
  0.1075648886771430  0.3220930855747802 -0.0000056565371122
  0.0935197619552872  0.4015945826713355  0.4999654415664280
  0.0296723636219289  0.4798642559517380  0.0000083384206676
  0.9706859870021235  0.5916808013285798  0.4999905191113829
  0.9060434718499015  0.6700510375866775 -0.0000088370393679
  0.8890342850589275  0.7540739826282024  0.4999674174610022
  0.8227773439219639  0.8365021528952966 -0.0000095093910606
  0.8070111694069304  0.9188729156413169  0.5000205602138005
  0.3245789057208214  0.9985769353648326 -0.0000374070473598
  0.3090914865125702  0.0837000176150360  0.4999693189706504
  0.2413093934800976  0.1653179775636580  0.9999776137795746
  0.2282552101645013  0.2470802723390985  0.4999660794917494
  0.1577821051127417  0.3305866855694229 -0.0000124736966484
  0.1490012130763213  0.4073580402244607  0.5000188344001082
  0.0825481360234843  0.5116470206323362  0.0000232884217904
  0.0192865928750681  0.5951542435542473  0.5000768927954228
  0.9555615316541970  0.6720948659787883  0.0000370594023070
  0.9387255520130543  0.7554019211839093  0.4999568618786818
  0.8732217643418404  0.8369953519555153 -0.0000128946889608
  0.8578242873656355  0.9193344058486561  0.4999698917625668
  0.3781446501129114  0.9996187564059069  0.9999451910850503
  0.3628467717502816  0.0831932728675572  0.4999178614795014
  0.2954007642128760  0.1657283912514962  0.9999349516046618
  0.2816117409686714  0.2479565501621796  0.4999533296580544
  0.2145308657773487  0.3301166479793930 -0.0000581504851810
  0.2019472123288963  0.4153529832987223  0.4999765271175631
  0.1372011444373613  0.5030995823005401  0.0000026263308424
  0.0721938591221563  0.5872013248740838  0.5000536861000497
  0.0045075772848349  0.6740652515464961  0.0000052426122630
  0.9904465743410100  0.7540956183005589  0.4999898179903868
  0.9240933680407113  0.8373597369409521 -0.0000236577235172
  0.9090590193549176  0.9192061220045447  0.4999789013517754
  0.4312676408537431  0.0001591760000485  0.9999668338406930
  0.4167082388404075  0.0815639638981037  0.4999754934360586
  0.3489888482115776  0.1650205911899152 -0.0000546581922644
  0.3352171194351838  0.2470332759373351  0.4999367900584024
  0.2684205864357531  0.3301925265343137 -0.0000426515344618
  0.2551243174555365  0.4130651668911002  0.4999590578599256
  0.1895727333491039  0.4976633826312294 -0.0000047922914646
  0.1231721888612791  0.5850857189918529  0.4999835223833484
  0.0571929239902589  0.6680963876030712  0.0000188437537886
  0.0423893593331014  0.7525925509327670  0.4999951124094559
  0.9758017613068777  0.8362108785068421  0.0000211874557452
  0.9609938776693929  0.9177506190209636  0.4999604421960319
  0.4842783885392731  0.9989918213570088  0.9999844952899544
  0.4691723055484107  0.0811777195027356  0.4999899747853937
  0.4022870515001817  0.1639366176833573 -0.0001186918933861
  0.3875779643683072  0.2465947387747004  0.4999125804407603
  0.3209257362790421  0.3304989717393926  0.9999752435084759
  0.3066307989105527  0.4134815010007237  0.4999284037927652
  0.2405929315047463  0.4982766419643226  0.0000106021937463
  0.1749050686700287  0.5830171092933568  0.4999696745439363
  0.1088608174330924  0.6676680289490845  0.9999812447287275
  0.0944754658800517  0.7507751048230621  0.5000345465272845
  0.0278133839132275  0.8346915408568918 -0.0000070627373617
  0.0130175491727692  0.9173202995471778  0.5000102157421193
  0.5366941853475191  0.9982745772214491  0.9999823889658954
  0.5213631041036829  0.0804145534453184  0.4999505395469092
  0.4543554898093288  0.1633825681155446 -0.0000813284348600
  0.4395817991538642  0.2450089576981580  0.4999409073730245
  0.3730583556439313  0.3286402988512561 -0.0000530904007309
  0.3582284317829648  0.4132231975865120  0.4999156389500796
  0.2922762802277487  0.4962024291839775 -0.0000207806059772
  0.2259811402655174  0.5835013134318112  0.4999740713591476
  0.1604074416606853  0.6678767303191003  0.0000211233936812
  0.1469306838889142  0.7507174867741130  0.5000464533662933
  0.0800576054877232  0.8341328337685042  0.0000104456626836
  0.0661750798061580  0.9163793550351781  0.5000020642838610
  0.5884899503682616  0.9978899272775984 -0.0000366855253401
  0.5729453183854365  0.0800155849611624  0.4999942802070648
  0.5063156000187479  0.1619917728181576 -0.0000571662956086
  0.4914354149826060  0.2436094195310991  0.4999714227862248
  0.4250444657329080  0.3269896609310597 -0.0000535946221747
  0.4110381215959746  0.4069655263650729  0.4999431298171907
  0.3433141948663148  0.4942606612275656 -0.0000501708450945
  0.2781291311026485  0.5789614859616335  0.4999800430649968
  0.2132377415635300  0.6666301855526156 -0.0000255896095452
  0.2007161079805458  0.7508004927425630  0.4999693721187181
  0.1334842804476479  0.8335056834830051 -0.0000667927625388
  0.1199181356357232  0.9153926996959199  0.4999901881943736
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  0.7916645646849588  0.0004466228244056  0.4999954211667439
  0.7762066796859094  0.0822422891164991 -0.0000246916010864
  0.7097746057895452  0.1634318878603297  0.4999951358177180
  0.6936954051666093  0.2457600053681648 -0.0000015763385127
  0.6277279980343750  0.3261309711875847  0.5000292700275887
  0.6103516802626621  0.4098797706861483 -0.0000102819323506
  0.5436613096446319  0.4905633507378118  0.4999968867755576
  0.5203410139299561  0.5783175431367024  0.0000014475209485
  0.4338331441244746  0.6724272573595663  0.4999687160548089
  0.4239759849659677  0.7493930063181489  0.9999653357722539
  0.3520069523889711  0.8358764704321955  0.4999942403750701
  0.3386815508411940  0.9172970329370287  0.9999787423378298
  0.8425819253427872  0.0009420064982448  0.4999473752436088
  0.8272500904476359  0.0826611371803825 -0.0000170649289811
  0.7603701100131889  0.1645462245016770  0.5000039556179583
  0.7438201598400964  0.2475064012235789  0.0000245191697200
  0.6775631657304452  0.3280237639256404  0.5000250206158796
  0.6588694574058559  0.4135152859904609 -0.0000080920044798
  0.5901175500785110  0.4965566085341132  0.5000179035809935
  0.5702463581011364  0.5822078867397630  0.9999218042723756
  0.4945119420423689  0.6694041019781881  0.4999716686310028
  0.4787271554471926  0.7505809240163983  0.9999790841373455
  0.4081872464819166  0.8334735081835730  0.4999515209867852
  0.3931849994534451  0.9169694782419201 -0.0000898056915997
  0.8938209615814366  0.0010778734671206  0.5000069338235119
  0.8784347231646761  0.0829723858045678 -0.0000212100958987
  0.8112312423910798  0.1652693869265592  0.4999919972905802
  0.7947331228497329  0.2481942557092687 -0.0000104558293870
  0.7260629527612802  0.3318185017113344  0.5000181977421517
  0.7088640992783725  0.4151292586154879  0.9999925929002547
  0.6396335651382501  0.4989739602683709  0.4999541467620140
  0.6201451080155006  0.5845982164701117  0.9999223143691189
  0.5490999736574220  0.6691507918035113  0.4999125038770565
  0.5318894428150411  0.7521429861445853 -0.0000084296593558
  0.4624870084323923  0.8343095471184295  0.4999219730580802
  0.4468290915312599  0.9172316247465613  0.9999398133447926
  0.9457269301574510  0.0002893625767489  0.4999956272145457
  0.9304948996820442  0.0824529568129325  0.0000136828884186
  0.8628166530370264  0.1651195671842640  0.4999802391147777
  0.8464539525968201  0.2478986592460355  0.9999812056168073
  0.7774439983842911  0.3317228238536106  0.4999634933471904
  0.7604225860558763  0.4146535279044906 -0.0000447055010200
  0.6903287290431287  0.4996682579417090  0.4999440592786843
  0.6726094061491865  0.5830801970611645  0.9999836712244577
  0.6021453915817918  0.6682868419554735  0.4999346084431854
  0.5851428638343686  0.7510431227691508 -0.0000427619400697
  0.5159573540435495  0.8343171108532782  0.4999901005690554
  0.5000440820015016  0.9167335347276510  0.9999690361035964
111-plane-edge-dislocation
   1.00000000000000     
    39.3412148519963623    0.0000000000000000   0.0000000000000000
    19.7029258630421822   22.3422089296513917   0.0000000000000000
    0.0000000000000000   0.0000000000000000    5.2058085807949093
 234 234
Direct
  0.0029420934636216  0.0125577825033467  0.9976429699446537
  0.0412348031186152  0.0123536353225864  0.4971563274685344
  0.9849950590378711  0.1232951912882423  0.1689155734595116
  0.9468814341184104  0.1226984139681131  0.6712841554625149
  0.8893205450511378  0.2333132943387610  0.3384544049975612
  0.9274753963257357  0.2341128598746893  0.8380714329791410
  0.0798140607869360  0.0114083001935845  0.9987543377185713
  0.1185110622461909  0.0110279510713248  0.4987713413230999
  0.0611129564134527  0.1243139146845080  0.1666656796868583
  0.0230968326851343  0.1237381534067919  0.6672244701704356
  0.9651695121673218  0.2356645520554101  0.3377739552566170
  0.0032245025656252  0.2363712075270016  0.8396949549611037
  0.1569587258902914  0.0109143836442639  0.9976642620381736
  0.1954916391780954  0.0106966748228173  0.4967517624668941
  0.1375620785087228  0.1250373033338203  0.1694366810983834
  0.0994551372709240  0.1250836559393891  0.6673603670525479
  0.0414388095526185  0.2370197718794120  0.3397479291748461
  0.0798976709943596  0.2378067755013428  0.8431640172411363
  0.2333422838639556  0.0109771518398490  0.9988828921349466
  0.2715393245659513  0.0113527272414036  0.4986977988210523
  0.2137918053628829  0.1257693822583224  0.1684713671031252
  0.1758497818820633  0.1250140930455818  0.6692613716334271
  0.1184683852110991  0.2384366644895368  0.3470838438068671
  0.1576023330305758  0.2388175271366200  0.8443275970488332
  0.3097536287177670  0.0114009349338349  0.9967943123915480
  0.3481836654444393  0.0112074813444425  0.4982247606182280
  0.2908780359778081  0.1253312675310862  0.1695523741680097
  0.2521686256716949  0.1260544179551041  0.6701089648842116
  0.1967105234056894  0.2383960238723966  0.3404452376712726
  0.2353450260660175  0.2383321478123190  0.8411875330055182
  0.3861628619795803  0.0120682338631472  0.9993519161622626
  0.4242427209345745  0.0122955044725463  0.4988811631935713
  0.3680636967035016  0.1243425355661271  0.1684765755708951
  0.3292205541780076  0.1251372208869473  0.6687491359590167
  0.2745475692355901  0.2371968629057920  0.3394985019107953
  0.3136160253381995  0.2362138255165725  0.8382198250458711
  0.4626528772516723  0.0123729794983830  0.9986638604963268
  0.5008217033083561  0.0120889759320971  0.4989773779916417
  0.4459694308566862  0.1223515179311223  0.1724547540183597
  0.4069159149732359  0.1233261210025636  0.6700698094363913
  0.3533786352088720  0.2340748483711781  0.3387309554823392
  0.3927043308481207  0.2325991565851988  0.8397298572984432
  0.5388933666940282  0.0127683447854190  0.9995605439234971
  0.5774023758581025  0.0127206873935139  0.4992308228323790
  0.5236569755243269  0.1208858848329503  0.1716384380602129
  0.4847054606198834  0.1214683103503060  0.6710111543617191
  0.4316719248123174  0.2312591269553168  0.3420816669135014
  0.4710180875594339  0.2291682598297934  0.8436371484525816
  0.6160136156637311  0.0127017240042061 -0.0002128690993956
  0.6545080186099633  0.0131139673047967  0.4995733519862652
  0.6013858837103090  0.1197045559945829  0.1722068241157192
  0.5627396583590796  0.1199856558007038  0.6715178425750600
  0.5097146905299095  0.2279253327612466  0.3452063200961424
  0.5486958042892524  0.2266606686088609  0.8472171130679292
  0.6928951638683076  0.0136676786186994  0.9986205869211700
  0.7316058162761507  0.0139976128155048  0.4991825346886573
  0.6788999405823319  0.1193981064162130  0.1719395768641203
  0.6401478691580428  0.1194706024878720  0.6724601430967385
  0.5873173777663917  0.2257816784311640  0.3475244798459240
  0.6258821341541203  0.2254777446331256  0.8477111933529592
  0.7706103814309871  0.0139564072269370  0.9994649031903753
  0.8092551081974672  0.0138455782135702  0.4986206273786943
  0.7558891482474179  0.1200880179438541  0.1733422145444745
  0.7175023514596337  0.1195893453084906  0.6725371948161956
  0.6640604432652818  0.2257729345990655  0.3473082516305819
  0.7022034681343310  0.2262371138884390  0.8467911601102917
  0.8481567589687455  0.0137989032939454 -0.0012207623363741
  0.8867756242830184  0.0138371671192535  0.4994196327955600
  0.8324501375751611  0.1208092986510839  0.1711192209795116
  0.7944219432033146  0.1203463173194899  0.6717315510264842
  0.7394947929861930  0.2277634818597090  0.3468121150166030
  0.7769151477172963  0.2290625336199491  0.8441879327389927
  0.9255117166070281  0.0132255364799934  0.9984281239981044
  0.9643560445262667  0.0128741483204610  0.4983141619585198
  0.9086974392629765  0.1223114671074982  0.1713717294476184
  0.8706287702384315  0.1215942722404077  0.6712223619834976
  0.8142965591138478  0.2305595570614644  0.3419988871921570
  0.8518016236892847  0.2320118279844588  0.8395415326295422
  0.8302407860222102  0.3435065291859155  0.0088319883103980
  0.8672545987888459  0.3451627300281671  0.5061811378697825
  0.8051940398316200  0.4568611740730610  0.1686899855858015
  0.7687700909771463  0.4544805901162984  0.6751064204580225
  0.7035866117535169  0.5671208809689641  0.3345949070751323
  0.7402556414181182  0.5688345242069769  0.8317558356021794
  0.9051437684894377  0.3469301326015767  0.0061037591674019
  0.9441023596196495  0.3481390966315793  0.5096047511642435
  0.8830719269713574  0.4585221498154701  0.1714881994038419
  0.8435563245980606  0.4577358307394495  0.6670321611255395
  0.7769323953655493  0.5703663277330873  0.3275551518134062
  0.8119974817254848  0.5728056454851655  0.8207184700649621
  0.9823746286548528  0.3499285450994464  0.0131687761731473
  0.0205843512790898  0.3521072173609081  0.5187174514429811
  0.9653718290624214  0.4591330479610359  0.2024643437375900
  0.9229723780693948  0.4595984316211320  0.6829069067245412
  0.8459603924171893  0.5765518113104694  0.3085359356774977
  0.8789805530567381  0.5812994266374133  0.8006312113646823
  0.0613005995957856  0.3505328457267778  0.0191770607825797
  0.1018251036252014  0.3492928554959912  0.5271491416673563
  0.0454344233248211  0.4562724155890039  0.2327512983067182
  0.0094546685046021  0.4576253123033455  0.7279819238148570
  0.9144298625850679  0.5834130127372843  0.2998438877463600
  0.9505965122122011  0.5833345154792301  0.8045031481607168
  0.1397622325411895  0.3525888815533907  0.0311408144504554
  0.1799450747151425  0.3512612328613958  0.5167633393042080
  0.1357099204741797  0.4684518555504545  0.1492802981709518
  0.0880858843537693  0.4567656400413845  0.7073963292451710
  0.9831117368909794  0.5835229658846610  0.3050199839970162
  0.0184939381156177  0.5847798870435639  0.7965125772454679
  0.2212746235012553  0.3493157360977272  0.0088930883337861
  0.2626559710621756  0.3468082093929891  0.5049208045323947
  0.2152083604168313  0.4570863387536251  0.1664369537934724
  0.1748125249567584  0.4610817170707535  0.6559940220749779
  0.0559485655011686  0.5834698133965666  0.2955029394268003
  0.0930602822516790  0.5774805236335281  0.8032061664540582
  0.3023535869141888  0.3444434110513807  0.0066436716599192
  0.3413705004495702  0.3424277881648323  0.5104987416276113
  0.2927104154309690  0.4541615709711521  0.1736586488821290
  0.2539238261433466  0.4563844138268083  0.6689636869246360
  0.1312564497561145  0.5744540747339156  0.3196692561663854
  0.1682507539981137  0.5697703589641629  0.8293255249178899
  0.3805710353176328  0.3406015661918636  0.0125800275485265
  0.4192100628323399  0.3383881199835921  0.5157602356541078
  0.3697733521427705  0.4503915462197478  0.1804808684899806
  0.3313301078082202  0.4523297824076581  0.6761349566437809
  0.2069636664391200  0.5695003592269664  0.3296953327457232
  0.2452916575701826  0.5669786610066742  0.8343329098997346
  0.4579817845200373  0.3364448897053368  0.0191026596387208
  0.4966509530301986  0.3342483103598304  0.5179602445217412
  0.4451986743020092  0.4450447064523788  0.2030129202734819
  0.4079233389312604  0.4452417299898974  0.6936644030684659
  0.2824339179561479  0.5641661452196614  0.3455011519789128
  0.3204502542977807  0.5613108803829118  0.8581107610700526
  0.5345135272030236  0.3331758250179098  0.0189204728992301
  0.5724883205834379  0.3325901649782114  0.5190728105559854
  0.5188567185669885  0.4410834699709489  0.1922371057675291
  0.4825272374994350  0.4435133813096011  0.6905539705286674
  0.3600234214135294  0.5552801966015497  0.3743794659622734
  0.4002841928715509  0.5496748258858524  0.8648897786285570
  0.6100867709495350  0.3327202225260700  0.0185765435445862
  0.6467898890887454  0.3342486852104583  0.5199717544317043
  0.5878788540530149  0.4449421820581078  0.1886490872134501
  0.5536844241074763  0.4425246826696640  0.6915577378290558
  0.4567631190981156  0.5642718638998512  0.2526994291762906
  0.4969610554752472  0.5659221191275606  0.7625093726001817
  0.6830791446643624  0.3360715141631440  0.0170862756880420
  0.7194567264207873  0.3383894736433331  0.5154524242808624
  0.6602239142637215  0.4478227461629581  0.1857023459588834
  0.6234290588104204  0.4465856084285136  0.6969067815862038
  0.5633792067279364  0.5521792499262487  0.3608327481546706
  0.5961916789634468  0.5588067202024605  0.8621380638464925
  0.7563884041649157  0.3399547035636892  0.0126799237964678
  0.7925513293549001  0.3423801457445558  0.5107665121318734
  0.7311509413221378  0.4533150603719970  0.1749524079562434
  0.6931449582095495  0.4528487610341098  0.6754964740808528
  0.6301382684366359  0.5647474037023328  0.3455086814041056
  0.6667616022670945  0.5659012727922030  0.8379311885445172
  0.6387491045529085  0.6794141242875859  0.9961438944930484
  0.6762776948669467  0.6809623874161336  0.4937239935692780
  0.6156718087476232  0.7917656891642444  0.1604006038241488
  0.5782870340263346  0.7902250921911703  0.6612498726673199
  0.5193310377978990  0.9012575522084441  0.3297148113760471
  0.5574793711993247  0.9020409448699050  0.8291792348097196
  0.7139178272566543  0.6821949732780642  0.9928912297495956
  0.7501640134483074  0.6844733383097287  0.4894993393512719
  0.6896748164558142  0.7955424078551329  0.1561759706464182
  0.6531118603338851  0.7933264155514654  0.6585523782130139
  0.5952798622187586  0.9031306572616939  0.3283712197522642
  0.6332373623475318  0.9041287657731324  0.8279171501354733
  0.7855917190145776  0.6875939963999603  0.9852648336008296
  0.8216759262553177  0.6897838329513389  0.4783323183548902
  0.7637237339955459  0.7992210161996633  0.1514084626605325
  0.7268158803693034  0.7970710558058128  0.6532039721122117
  0.6710919001794360  0.9049679164956391  0.3269432842851583
  0.7087957797946611  0.9061545749266889  0.8241766528027741
  0.8574701231704950  0.6912966242971729  0.9723819142143815
  0.8931015932720298  0.6934290080289348  0.4711550194251519
  0.8383010656405943  0.8019843777186548  0.1473971296267951
  0.8007383179765030  0.8009830526336897  0.6493411655807427
  0.7469089378795063  0.9071752285643325  0.3234223130665823
  0.7848840716183423  0.9077887098862909  0.8226109496752829
  0.9300573271579288  0.6936412650173667  0.9696497755520597
  0.9675082458257893  0.6925336932683470  0.4687715948643764
  0.9145374644563895  0.8017370636858863  0.1473529367829546
  0.8763947504486679  0.8021077375206914  0.6469199829186565
  0.8235465679635896  0.9076920834476250  0.3227785213411865
  0.8620533614162504  0.9076560659033025  0.8230134582974533
  0.0050505798030914  0.6908922799766085  0.9740729112810286
  0.0432654841282678  0.6889664005309077  0.4818780503558190
  0.9923300026532235  0.7980635633962785  0.1526286628596136
  0.9533477826431889  0.8001125965536787  0.6499938996463422
  0.9009035736577961  0.9069634918204029  0.3233537875939871
  0.9400398777116373  0.9056694387652200  0.8249687470710322
  0.0817888560972386  0.6857482761028371  0.9850266851606027
  0.1204441455413246  0.6841952641641947  0.4886457117424533
  0.0701705349106598  0.7939518973447622  0.1573080401645258
  0.0310560113622702  0.7966647361016319  0.6555076521343638
  0.9789092314505168  0.9048292521174056  0.3253052178094286
  0.0179394029149525  0.9036684626449892  0.8282282778874727
  0.1595242133541604  0.6812018404620573  0.9932782507272272
  0.1986292384979656  0.6794500067320277  0.4976123025306962
  0.1489002384112252  0.7900826549424544  0.1589511706812803
  0.1094073555705750  0.7919197283373853  0.6585241022046420
  0.0570906172128203  0.9023888396502137  0.3279477663411279
  0.0961656776045762  0.9012174846038414  0.8267172426683964
  0.2386347714699667  0.6777780676710857  0.9973681280749732
  0.2800015272146839  0.6763161405586879  0.4877806179181917
  0.2283565629207122  0.7864570543675943  0.1554183619050784
  0.1886880667134848  0.7882972818188541  0.6587653409388712
  0.1353053683719790  0.8998410329561352  0.3276274041984925
  0.1747565348674646  0.8981211825512820  0.8285970409740181
  0.3231878195951275  0.6746731680994760  0.9768505315743847
  0.3664018812111218  0.6729127882772179  0.4620952169355584
  0.3074428353457557  0.7840214096525545  0.1503413983144467
  0.2686930443215070  0.7837943346961824  0.6535305601158162
  0.2131953202192318  0.8979827330805620  0.3267586877915681
  0.2515817391876941  0.8978207839452359  0.8242417394364574
  0.4026259952229132  0.6736314348700947  0.9469595627702776
  0.4428393073524678  0.6740337107047020  0.4493315294523177
  0.3868395254371791  0.7842505563342759  0.1557066011967315
  0.3469494097067962  0.7843978183065101  0.6564553767706047
  0.2905231425877329  0.8973164327856259  0.3208525170377356
  0.3290352832110000  0.8977322245012948  0.8212764404381508
  0.4807489494074559  0.6731674477553100  0.9677794071931707
  0.5221999751017822  0.6744850828597591  0.4842080752840550
  0.4643447877313853  0.7848110911443784  0.1554023753784636
  0.4257460912147322  0.7847496050686938  0.6519256983313323
  0.3672129811572469  0.8982361432577017  0.3270058745443288
  0.4054393682943986  0.8989255726971729  0.8284509823663946
  0.5624677324656480  0.6761678440282145  0.9941323277455097
  0.6006064208543576  0.6785224440958690  0.4973595274442441
  0.5404920010440142  0.7887129875367034  0.1606868188384287
  0.5021232254439708  0.7874947091204292  0.6589931090011564
  0.4436451951749309  0.8989798637537606  0.3281225951884153
  0.4814338450670698  0.9004649913751290  0.8293105255887704
  0.9749790187022872  0.0678005881949634  0.3339251319727843
  0.0134315153248265  0.0677393473053686  0.8330497158995480
  0.9183382056736915  0.1779230072933921  0.0047919321439932
  0.9561397692653736  0.1789172132416690  0.5029679118871555
  0.8976661555358130  0.2896476540299350  0.1727527700566900
  0.8599232718479594  0.2882686627697424  0.6745083826806756
  0.0518457968269289  0.0676404433194992  0.3328524800819418
  0.0900413070408769  0.0677722755321261  0.8325902751909535
  0.9941591238023929  0.1796247381223900  0.0022681281506250
  0.0321148372604269  0.1805105666477360  0.5029801978638810
  0.9733422767958952  0.2929154191223501  0.1723081485172620
  0.9352605577993301  0.2914070621539517  0.6709883804146630
  0.1282506438894674  0.0677897359092979  0.3325450463143051
  0.1664444577124073  0.0679628171838593  0.8328099389218123
  0.0702577356910278  0.1812900216467216  0.0034598423448274
  0.1084776545765547  0.1821284880323344  0.5043576247949262
  0.0503672635110655  0.2948938425294854  0.1785722640078239
  0.0117224995112806  0.2940364724783269  0.6752259817231905
  0.2045517209098488  0.0683261300880327  0.3332551380410700
  0.2427005488961723  0.0685549244933055  0.8335254014252161
  0.1467921931564655  0.1826422077584679  0.0046758127717215
  0.1854053499300901  0.1827419572785632  0.5047989912481081
  0.1289176059173695  0.2954050465251998  0.1826567383217295
  0.0893263862353551  0.2949375147617431  0.6819603975630887
  0.2809086930411781  0.0685690280225143  0.3336858118278583
  0.3192179490530817  0.0685255500371866  0.8335052396998961
  0.2242059142380383  0.1824422107204141  0.0048392791675563
  0.2628333633496254  0.1822137597260306  0.5044547401049472
  0.2077966356425560  0.2955212597216585  0.1762483514675572
  0.1684098310920288  0.2957095881652173  0.6810405779203568
  0.3575635784793202  0.0684422422159105  0.3340391085182928
  0.3959725074584576  0.0681663741568512  0.8339413379769648
  0.3017687804083508  0.1813406546748499  0.0036800826293007
  0.3408986693241293  0.1801010857216433  0.5034290408547374
  0.2877873841661083  0.2915402432001014  0.1711129064164332
  0.2475747151879113  0.2939513579570481  0.6724849963889952
  0.4344016579812092  0.0679711028485197  0.3341541818559731
  0.4729844640569849  0.0675970091105100  0.8345606887061632
  0.3799450435762336  0.1789148892599793  0.0039352277252982
  0.4190669542046851  0.1774960162035168  0.5055253824898501
  0.3669319784615099  0.2874732433564949  0.1754014954338859
  0.3276605805842122  0.2891858703197911  0.6731125330250093
  0.5117319627267072  0.0670363951895079  0.3357167147062760
  0.5503461947434864  0.0667794601687693  0.8351526029404494
  0.4581007946961428  0.1760475587720921  0.0073534349973111
  0.4971149154772684  0.1747117488896665  0.5082059128331247
  0.4451048334753167  0.2835231169800345  0.1809253257884992
  0.4061154890793256  0.2854213324647485  0.6787487213816410
  0.5890660207907483  0.0664602254363599  0.3351846194857283
  0.6277718920676233  0.0663462800617844  0.8358013181273406
  0.5360798744685461  0.1738560866954348  0.0091544691163490
  0.5748931448934793  0.1730295351146012  0.5101715902685934
  0.5226194021272078  0.2800915571894783  0.1843247380388598
  0.4838423241340946  0.2818662786173359  0.6831319951588769
  0.6664663571921348  0.0664606711158581  0.3355813071128763
  0.7053728564966164  0.0664452643813465  0.8359165912385010
  0.6138018248635353  0.1724450976586663  0.0107620163896149
  0.6524793348103606  0.1722320489708213  0.5102771848921701
  0.5993661232716323  0.2786129612730869  0.1843673888493031
  0.5611692514867245  0.2791160802235103  0.6851712770380923
  0.7441158078025381  0.0666869409937757  0.3362634844720916
  0.7828080052527623  0.0668624405577270  0.8358001368576528
  0.6909657215939056  0.1724568813582098  0.0104268588579919
  0.7292502767590396  0.1729876384952425  0.5104589897521334
  0.6746387199529752  0.2799881589347094  0.1847489020473753
  0.6373695244838350  0.2787192935773670  0.6842333540241787
  0.8214528862510700  0.0667705901692260  0.3355575436547511
  0.8599874543282330  0.0671336887064936  0.8356619565011204
  0.7672658422034739  0.1738045493074988  0.0098931522574788
  0.8051566387806195  0.1747237702007430  0.5085025387837514
  0.7485626456469555  0.2832707771366341  0.1810449726044294
  0.7118543424778745  0.2814365428400646  0.6829922735285348
  0.8984752182617222  0.0672872381197687  0.3348830597516639
  0.9367455511453646  0.0674363810596759  0.8351344650421435
  0.8428927427563890  0.1757715775171003  0.0072081894211204
  0.8806591134736466  0.1768013242168436  0.5062832486872473
  0.8226797230738067  0.2867205572100650  0.1766992080082013
  0.7855848342492902  0.2848649769507351  0.6790080178645999
  0.7991470678595540  0.3993465966766638  0.3403670717381295
  0.8367837489734018  0.4006092381882428  0.8386045872502925
  0.7357611480012549  0.5110763017792938  0.0038476407784971
  0.7729580775778710  0.5122780849371380  0.5015247947452474
  0.7081094763526635  0.6251309307901050  0.1620194962354476
  0.6710799983124549  0.6237497237375619  0.6643219229916938
  0.8745729735239528  0.4020694454117636  0.3371739324434904
  0.9129737163681911  0.4037316551928862  0.8388200807267231
  0.8104658441464633  0.5134919020177171  0.9991550196897028
  0.8474559877656681  0.5155319611951221  0.4959428435643134
  0.7805094069160107  0.6294339849878990  0.1532571069567916
  0.7445710662982227  0.6269869658967067  0.6582137258926465
  0.9516463890857778  0.4058972072681130  0.3444495766715805
  0.9903413872321150  0.4089958109829076  0.8557489955580430
  0.8845770562815293  0.5181776440736677  0.9952648994734952
  0.9236114763334125  0.5197350724938600  0.5070039958117378
  0.8509400790595595  0.6351386989739467  0.1424604119049154
  0.8156458574119456  0.6325174202140664  0.6470728997253868
  0.0317323887901206  0.4070953606198749  0.3691748149403336
  0.0735538539645198  0.4075117583348460  0.8723097848437827
  0.9787312762013182  0.5178128648224182  0.0798933376986664
  0.0178085408763733  0.5177162501664235  0.5807939425070604
  0.9206622647367769  0.6403807752563363  0.1310486191513702
  0.8865831104233644  0.6371250133988065  0.6360304753385683
  0.1127140756328627  0.4090694930452524  0.3650565086402769
  0.1559452659385989  0.4074049833083839  0.8413265330712894
  0.0740395900003969  0.5223932682006176  0.9888800157261941
  0.1141937982371229  0.5216260066741234  0.4819104616651588
  0.9927542665643835  0.6380847430378469  0.1322086149931231
  0.9557051157509673  0.6408625871284748  0.6289782059916683
  0.1981004181139448  0.4043749773589894  0.3353735207132188
  0.2385221448579863  0.4021803308063625  0.8348070323165298
  0.1533927082971651  0.5165646278274878  0.9912669470395775
  0.1922986486116324  0.5140132609198019  0.4962377081164233
  0.0682523399480695  0.6339226157184448  0.1431899167699389
  0.0300768643524521  0.6367108788725475  0.6377163009415985
  0.2782572412144237  0.3999698606618487  0.3388151032035266
  0.3171234156799635  0.3981789480458233  0.8421197807727965
  0.2305197108054618  0.5121147021239463  0.0015216449927597
  0.2687410056477126  0.5099928048158080  0.5062033193756773
  0.1446919127386534  0.6283488201907941  0.1551273030320363
  0.1064336227486561  0.6308322656039416  0.6494022270707154
  0.3558572296368863  0.3959971297474628  0.3457323197424077
  0.3942644275097298  0.3928328003438345  0.8523398653839551
  0.3070567840801983  0.5078252241594678  0.0116829806381462
  0.3453699319433989  0.5055036171615704  0.5182297158227871
  0.2215402264650836  0.6238396116420765  0.1643451599104960
  0.1828185762295368  0.6254227588189527  0.6613234011139921
  0.4326451349886538  0.3907287023874681  0.3566009630677456
  0.4708844604252894  0.3889334541405607  0.8596937501054793
  0.3836268720929562  0.5035148937892484  0.0230646098152357
  0.4209773255453770  0.4976619935653803  0.5341421872145093
  0.3008415767820338  0.6182646533510586  0.1739764368312478
  0.2606483544330779  0.6216580072290686  0.6693880421320608
  0.5090369138010166  0.3862266666232003  0.3589299340594634
  0.5463000658955907  0.3854517561851304  0.8567398442875083
  0.4582539858401800  0.4953237389329556  0.0329477914030787
  0.4922336856198539  0.4959607814845193  0.5191775894826484
  0.3901092344878647  0.6170348930069077  0.1332025382290886
  0.3418893828707532  0.6163561004270656  0.6664987464973831
  0.5829442813050182  0.3859417419987311  0.3566825703246604
  0.6184929039765888  0.3879238221012629  0.8581451560460396
  0.5242746978232469  0.4976033948626817  0.0217752956958034
  0.5593629354707794  0.4971501993195520  0.5304228400496238
  0.4691976706073078  0.6181451558481684  0.1118471794375727
  0.4326992435815354  0.6180464355879470  0.6076996080765807
  0.6540085006758489  0.3907694824009337  0.3559942020081862
  0.6903222452672436  0.3927599874318248  0.8521005545094491
  0.5943297238374141  0.4999006460366792  0.0273434813172259
  0.6264082735734807  0.5055279636149801  0.5166403062161612
  0.5575627472087371  0.6178966292727526  0.1665785529570102
  0.5137750898081798  0.6164674297681424  0.6457615540012932
  0.7265329796013894  0.3948558547857328  0.3482505430085855
  0.7619213017521816  0.3977535348466903  0.8430918027396102
  0.6624152532212221  0.5078897021408286  0.0118093517802271
  0.6990288029894022  0.5095593764215764  0.5065642939999291
  0.6335370758973345  0.6225095780635301  0.1670175321431177
  0.5956472459101624  0.6204188631672416  0.6694200537628616
  0.6083794301968949  0.7350450287815719  0.3284228371634268
  0.6460254005295778  0.7363970304713869  0.8273547624455830
  0.5486197379232753  0.8457924125554396  0.9951504780079522
  0.5863359650918057  0.8471532015070907  0.4940808339039376
  0.5289200193075759  0.9571634632681693  0.1638954291097406
  0.4908811991822437  0.9566430483915181  0.6647842183743786
  0.6829843774714457  0.7382511972139252  0.3244153644529336
  0.7194533647788620  0.7403758222142562  0.8213756045144495
  0.6237576158318449  0.8486094174474069  0.9925231442565315
  0.6610587213076957  0.8501221975143350  0.4908389935690475
  0.6049271435516983  0.9586269558984644  0.1631323738807100
  0.5669162226691581  0.9579804560760692  0.6638048567601390
  0.7557578707572369  0.7427999718320988  0.3167501804653919
  0.7921694086902541  0.7449610374748301  0.8128308356920563
  0.6985842398937914  0.8514497352325543  0.9883243279445272
  0.7360101330837809  0.8529156941693711  0.4870533653364799
  0.6813477557485098  0.9598838422280617  0.1610581119440932
  0.6430647600237851  0.9592769367698987  0.6623574230957255
  0.8285860900040252  0.7469330153071639  0.3085780042311749
  0.8655262003342319  0.7478614261577125  0.8081461372149584
  0.7735723145130421  0.8542199753429410  0.9855984074628171
  0.8116110364393639  0.8548850437968557  0.4845105238819792
  0.7582992257703275  0.9609277850116492  0.1603104528665691
  0.7196927389600717  0.9605002683754217  0.6605453100606298
  0.9031050448710276  0.7481326732750412  0.3072146232976820
  0.9409630504221475  0.7474401531406055  0.8074928720972798
  0.8497430802473849  0.8551664891143789  0.9840550198572386
  0.8884843182926746  0.8546376594735564  0.4848521746819290
  0.8358524968701646  0.9608111428156988  0.1602058676622019
  0.7969301228110837  0.9610009492068810  0.6602945884596513
  0.9792421391742323  0.7458780699428854  0.3103520990637205
  0.0177801716752624  0.7440234019537828  0.8148378812204095
  0.9272807194352938  0.8536842221055534  0.9858711335293882
  0.9661753537578426  0.8523067426503160  0.4869768962583808
  0.9135234027716155  0.9598694899341441  0.1619285573777962
  0.8747479750151541  0.9603917997354170  0.6607976982948088
  0.0565034039083244  0.7415487925579773  0.3190500585874516
  0.0953252055491763  0.7392704253725291  0.8224186199106198
  0.0051636662762622  0.8507955957527352  0.9895570532106923
  0.0441730425700696  0.8493217079732999  0.4912409065873891
  0.9913116246086449  0.9583838055772571  0.1627197879011454
  0.9524651123607839  0.9590663945308703  0.6620064393062299
  0.1344064170874675  0.7372027444649165  0.3248144774080674
  0.1738763823799676  0.7350367379996594  0.8275299681894476
  0.0833808726848521  0.8474196411855098  0.9924960961394038
  0.1228230323430673  0.8454222256956658  0.4938254619122769
  0.0689681446510152  0.9564006197620526  0.1632612347154705
  0.0302532154006202  0.9573491923926588  0.6628630179159581
  0.2138400636882023  0.7328067999202030  0.3288338357778308
  0.2547080231175455  0.7297454875925213  0.8274203520949368
  0.1621055214734380  0.8437594794305607  0.9940029091337571
  0.2017882217878156  0.8421159929506681  0.4929023236236661
  0.1464483726680549  0.9550196730027514  0.1628886816527714
  0.1078217108254045  0.9555832142013588  0.6633680295451877
  0.2960405373901572  0.7267514673053379  0.3192420506024684
  0.3352660435356214  0.7272331417047375  0.8088929088783579
  0.2411376864948110  0.8408984281959432  0.9910916672747111
  0.2802721656586291  0.8401654286538776  0.4897516669570578
  0.2236797299853544  0.9539090724912073  0.1615791291410666
  0.1850649649860015  0.9544250773911283  0.6620207269374321
  0.3753207958858271  0.7279316190716099  0.3055036508296122
  0.4155575608783074  0.7279869558363512  0.8064803999399371
  0.3191428979662380  0.8402485304999355  0.9894089617191874
  0.3578896263209720  0.8404744813540894  0.4899665487871634
  0.3003877842163912  0.9541483930283466  0.1613058078861163
  0.2622321731386150  0.9537523125729102  0.6610252532857830
  0.4558894228065792  0.7278111436163951  0.3126362229725790
  0.4944831382683552  0.7283811526645245  0.8225022649834250
  0.3965889717031029  0.8409509981515129  0.9910963775570745
  0.4349215707704586  0.8417580275658018  0.4928507364968091
  0.3766783925029663  0.9552027093691801  0.1633531170625392
  0.3386378236969698  0.9545420442909308  0.6625562613019216
  0.5325084221076249  0.7311732278584963  0.3291789734121511
  0.5705081638386268  0.7333617468768401  0.8297950027069828
  0.4731138284225997  0.8426990355103006  0.9950621565040607
  0.5109757863450782  0.8442371969027336  0.4957058025520854
  0.4528639048465286  0.9561591933284970  0.1643183122504387
  0.4148633257034989  0.9555798045125936  0.6635884763900168
001-plane-screw-dislocation                                            
   1.00000000000000     
    42.1302000000000021    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000
    21.0651000000000010   25.5347572400000011    1.5046500000000000
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    3.0093000000000001
   Ti   N 
   168   168
Direct
  0.9999142725906652  0.0000754513288782  0.9037757592776506
  0.9941274013930571  0.0830746724777263  0.3643985766180605
  0.0713115695518634  0.0000069104042120  0.8998274905568886
  0.0655684595703770  0.0830231501557365  0.3543703198548896
  0.1429119719054855 -0.0000355164470883  0.8808428105439027
  0.1370403533327346  0.0830765599616101  0.3296930296022487
  0.2144115675606497 -0.0001465609593469  0.8517502559243175
  0.2083559716160768  0.0833732173674552  0.2985437585311809
  0.2857540421652575  0.9999736977422991  0.8190913804503767
  0.2796209427803992  0.0835859976878194  0.2664481290254513
  0.3570825353895890  0.0002319934178936  0.7925667987614819
  0.3512611883434910  0.0834504528271120  0.2434323615706714
  0.4286010529298152  0.0002482190725778  0.7762337599319862
  0.4226471376908871  0.0833682232714356  0.2326868377938203
  0.4999953046671562  0.0002545885924799  0.7723534465583343
  0.4941447415173991  0.0833844694552831  0.2331590634232360
  0.5713380788985467  0.0002681555173462  0.7766044733923434
  0.5654171855255257  0.0835272992576832  0.2438589883611401
  0.6428510511088984  0.0002171506927916  0.7940365540148939
  0.6369078853495810  0.0835622587861764  0.2662755663294730
  0.7142497719744982  0.0001201651957348  0.8200782505250160
  0.7083312876401281  0.0834008921834254  0.2968067267342973
  0.7857604555795787  0.9998007247745980  0.8500838580786180
  0.7798759958527237  0.0831314950495608  0.3261101263248288
  0.8570999349879184  0.9998848649250788  0.8779744066770714
  0.8513498458573221  0.0830236423761990  0.3504678097545700
  0.9284968174181687  0.0000802241249151  0.8971663432824720
  0.9227247074300459  0.0830275513012363  0.3637463449184171
  0.9168476348928469  0.1662821519646051  0.8374908342501480
  0.9108325076392971  0.2494222346166099  0.3184835313685345
  0.9881254309903151  0.1662850449313323  0.8339501289915339
  0.9819711222428104  0.2495079219102433  0.3098533386490777
  0.0595833272803435  0.1662467853369572  0.8152570207206770
  0.0531827789561523  0.2498356521808935  0.2785468991523716
  0.1308480864174681  0.1668096867351659  0.7827115714238847
  0.1243829911493478  0.2507829827941292  0.2309374273953686
  0.2022856159215743  0.1669074863433806  0.7402486014220935
  0.1963819725799115  0.2501696632649345  0.1659432985776474
  0.2738845270802200  0.1665207564794206  0.7061453317933951
  0.2685142054807882  0.2495425260195338  0.1332283240349964
  0.3454558634969285  0.1664956250392786  0.6863741863509504
  0.3396785113529939  0.2495077280577072  0.1217315165789781
  0.4169315245071147  0.1663780224583570  0.6818947233482484
  0.4110672160395185  0.2495426387146152  0.1235870860112163
  0.4882609826884506  0.1664332037658408  0.6876686586205287
  0.4821933212042598  0.2495686999418986  0.1362075099345635
  0.5597442035538390  0.1665775321714501  0.7076545143321662
  0.5536478504002785  0.2502958467514264  0.1701944417717903
  0.6309609455576756  0.1668438065725655  0.7395336529714516
  0.6248765595130613  0.2505277485168589  0.2244468770738985
  0.7024116288239953  0.1667519843948258  0.7777133591646092
  0.6969977395801707  0.2497374628772821  0.2699079816757584
  0.7741360629965642  0.1662683559946475  0.8085464625552676
  0.7684397951204469  0.2494373159949647  0.3012899270799504
  0.8455682634996839  0.1662402375342971  0.8302017773485476
  0.8397174128030244  0.2493899157079595  0.3158866067365441
  0.8335131071604583  0.3328198931380168  0.8098188195288498
  0.8270066443046795  0.4162822798382846  0.3088306578880003
  0.9044457655573129  0.3326682851587180  0.8075394686132651
  0.8975522645954090  0.4162131624095244  0.3072827241096173
  0.9754782608820246  0.3324700831505800  0.7909260444951196
  0.9680856183720226  0.4163546497076603  0.2841751848277644
  0.0465525212192721  0.3326613937946471  0.7608001839501791
  0.0354969954629160  0.4184490494749195  0.2822112504016803
  0.1196605872195894  0.3350221182923060  0.6116555111323797
  0.1159886878007303  0.4156344526903700  0.9843756397807424
  0.1912960966656700  0.3331167822172209  0.5762211400046061
  0.1865187255400782  0.4157662516792953  0.9653790291939128
  0.2628417586196773  0.3327305981476745  0.5494817915382121
  0.2568786398396131  0.4159528988246107  0.9614842486342617
  0.3337964671995452  0.3327303110907198  0.5467428384613652
  0.3274070587068764  0.4158767394797229  0.9647648102101171
  0.4047145752171590  0.3328217013493489  0.5545979838355901
  0.3980296940714795  0.4157318869342955  0.9753938965131654
  0.4759154768659158  0.3331313887060858  0.5835286019951955
  0.4688142655906388  0.4156020554186267  0.0005375218549287
  0.5462391518202004  0.3349353417563169  0.6277519235384089
  0.5451518185308935  0.4185083937432962  0.2500936128167996
  0.6202540173748082  0.3328464910142813  0.7405856581915392
  0.6151466519012725  0.4163360186931804  0.2631072747777028
  0.6919066903569906  0.3324765631439804  0.7796476157019018
  0.6860915231792911  0.4161112282835730  0.2945137190808873
  0.7627608785487620  0.3325714294044450  0.7995380867359840
  0.7564788007793608  0.4163280540050856  0.3044883056028141
  0.7499987404799732  0.4999284758844956  0.8142220397441203
  0.7432708276968671  0.5836271564217960  0.3267096634295118
  0.8203469966423805  0.4998410076996277  0.8187981941864697
  0.8136162623041790  0.5837270874743072  0.3332083828923732
  0.8904768893481551  0.4998120483818427  0.8183197873446511
  0.8839224929129295  0.5835665730365803  0.3495100488613504
  0.9609431761740460  0.4998332013037194  0.8147023816939097
  0.9526966871896353  0.5822325667813197  0.3495107892775480
  0.0415530700095719  0.5002113871692501  0.3635144245626235
  0.0322464543423140  0.5837210096581502  0.7415470918616276
  0.1098107826653352  0.4998574251339153  0.3662952490423337
  0.1028581074628926  0.5836747842333010  0.7589999677306434
  0.1799078329088948  0.4997887849394917  0.3630875049119750
  0.1730801366324702  0.5835983405712341  0.7643151019601691
  0.2501321613880400  0.4997634636502778  0.3659863907908938
  0.2431163246152352  0.5836398426948668  0.7677447462646916
  0.3204654088198430  0.4996215504039721  0.3698533543396679
  0.3132810419564147  0.5834957911090159  0.7705639334729661
  0.3904732663051614  0.4997885919159505  0.3835631960564287
  0.3837860897127027  0.5835558934168700  0.7628180640719499
  0.4581225610152169  0.5007524583201145  0.3826208375529529
  0.4648650969105588  0.5827919316092915  0.3227221888642293
  0.5390968859811730  0.4996901928481221  0.7870869989532115
  0.5326061525606803  0.5835152672823816  0.3250929764819081
  0.6095470553887394  0.4996941705691461  0.8016640340454748
  0.6027066461922224  0.5837171595653642  0.3201671591089396
  0.6797100607559805  0.4998373522386784  0.8086851423466105
  0.6730895377877882  0.5836559685962668  0.3228096655171301
  0.6664511786574355  0.6673151523884832  0.8316006305320941
  0.6602572580547312  0.7507605307374444  0.3345164747872169
  0.7368828705030848  0.6674433235987223  0.8387159323316391
  0.7310862765573023  0.7507661532704988  0.3465871129800873
  0.8075176759011430  0.6675780690909626  0.8548614124775297
  0.8025841849457843  0.7503049198446962  0.3789874279914011
  0.8781410118482433  0.6675198430302398  0.8830094899628375
  0.8749818981152655  0.7485726001380562  0.4299662081618504
  0.9569681651465020  0.6647379973349581  0.1225410078356921
  0.9467085045756840  0.7500808937597768  0.5334380213338179
  0.0249636745784973  0.6667586332321306  0.1353082021321998
  0.0181769407322679  0.7505273259367398  0.5689787347064987
  0.0957085057435505  0.6670922591742200  0.1647493193023256
  0.0888388857578861  0.7505962779551495  0.5843712461747403
  0.1661613949670241  0.6671556816110563  0.1734732776323024
  0.1600583648603330  0.7506868266410496  0.5868961569184965
  0.2367592932437152  0.6671885368223415  0.1724004150130840
  0.2306406771572479  0.7507592217304858  0.5763819835939411
  0.3075225005678960  0.6668277109545161  0.1504711709468534
  0.3023930499504263  0.7504309093331581  0.5450579119526942
  0.3770379690991145  0.6647783767030647  0.1498926351882386
  0.3772138948477490  0.7482641557814742  0.4098322692259782
  0.4547488114849412  0.6673309983517957  0.8585682299900754
  0.4473889995445365  0.7502243732721559  0.3658699249341077
  0.5251028132880807  0.6676098641778284  0.8394872227973077
  0.5183705592808191  0.7507898536025701  0.3380394054142703
  0.5958236695757971  0.6674105690307000  0.8311901633791883
  0.5891792300786649  0.7508046493593831  0.3327237432364585
  0.5830757660148691  0.8341443810563197  0.8222840592053251
  0.5771177518250273  0.9172787919119821  0.3035975120104686
  0.6542063579650524  0.8341234021696167  0.8287972846519925
  0.6486333107772217  0.9170923923140035  0.3159239562092135
  0.7255822994007398  0.8339798824868357  0.8480940255932562
  0.7200663358959392  0.9169191276269241  0.3392246554687568
  0.7975806007159598  0.8331848127336294  0.8855670313898298
  0.7917589364271030  0.9164768229238774  0.3742457147823458
  0.8693681144285824  0.8327189365289137  0.9406389279554593
  0.8630556998190758  0.9163741145620830  0.4096263369454841
  0.9403680066920175  0.8333991452089018  0.9807134055293518
  0.9344962334572621  0.9167154580345031  0.4371987922737004
  0.0117528338660992  0.8336237147586710  0.0066501901415398
  0.0057423253572585  0.9169188810195984  0.4518544469440926
  0.0828899744977638  0.8338374893138498  0.0153333176440016
  0.0771071557014773  0.9169363570363996  0.4526338865974674
  0.1542329855071662  0.8336912372904595  0.0107330613530228
  0.1485868632795780  0.9168262704596903  0.4406881798879119
  0.2260191054806522  0.8333660519797930  0.9841000093476362
  0.2205572937996176  0.9163524915100013  0.4111178698660173
  0.2980497377342322  0.8322857745297052  0.9409063280327314
  0.2918577423449816  0.9163353990726385  0.3716954322694808
  0.3693898804872522  0.8330887972742094  0.8768499692526426
  0.3631839637619407  0.9167929824291382  0.3351388650810546
  0.4406857095479499  0.8339560188222792  0.8414390345624534
  0.4344866309062239  0.9170651806357267  0.3126954570101272
  0.5118509210211015  0.8341681304557692  0.8255803775576916
  0.5058175654100859  0.9173160233606755  0.3033414903254519
  0.9583865781330716  0.0831210001720122  0.8631030761147980
  0.0356413310124115 -0.0000096731293216  0.4012201177398302
  0.0298032731857464  0.0831048235774294  0.8588420465944959
  0.1071697990131915  0.9998813852231728  0.3895673544313199
  0.1012441146490266  0.0831501953599454  0.8417555909755078
  0.1787421611934361  0.9997365465858781  0.3661785309892373
  0.1726375027748364  0.0833551099108795  0.8140798813047392
  0.2500921394158884  0.9998872915880975  0.3357599112356114
  0.2439734016919569  0.0834322580755575  0.7828463142638993
  0.3213827417438789  0.0001744896321152  0.3057954037127203
  0.3155081053293775  0.0833449112450771  0.7550890174720954
  0.3927716745084171  0.0002860927186415  0.2848405304970627
  0.3869688505980680  0.0833585266423242  0.7387188321605384
  0.4642155088204183  0.0003525747064252  0.2745769452877322
  0.4583739624787565  0.0833947387013554  0.7338796466873846
  0.5356392393312281  0.0003766437620119  0.2748022587204579
  0.5298100379552164  0.0833818506072986  0.7392577103909114
  0.6070817818321811  0.0003337318592062  0.2859161691537029
  0.6012153902175034  0.0834069763337657  0.7554871972564322
  0.6785143646575709  0.0002180443283493  0.3068540847745164
  0.6726472936360965  0.0834352777498958  0.7819528837319915
  0.7500144641000309  0.9999699529414191  0.3352834079214358
  0.7440637484727529  0.0832897563058857  0.8114888545693979
  0.8215031724224726  0.9997652436309881  0.3640022870472793
  0.8155709852367978  0.0831075993065211  0.8379926909430712
  0.8928578203555166  0.9998499574389402  0.3870474640363898
  0.8870071261113084  0.0830951294734181  0.8563926974788836
  0.9642304669662615  0.9999656012843328  0.4001172519611861
  0.8752297559707677  0.2494684856412832  0.8171204665439586
  0.9525522904126613  0.1662128323581805  0.3346832469093661
  0.9463882208451133  0.2494213610829388  0.8136919636033628
  0.0239374654368536  0.1661850830222473  0.3234390875871650
  0.0177250209520391  0.2493751810747523  0.7935703170034725
  0.0952644584392860  0.1663809326260283  0.2984656233819473
  0.0890481694322035  0.2499029932739479  0.7549759046086751
  0.1665108896672216  0.1669893454298823  0.2611089635454930
  0.1603577596345868  0.2506628167749806  0.6971764087807782
  0.2380353227342162  0.1668886579005772  0.2235427373573010
  0.2326211365406024  0.2496864255473919  0.6510928190604257
  0.3096858586585562  0.1665303651075178  0.1975106337034301
  0.3040913784554453  0.2494836563467019  0.6287308232223029
  0.3811868143582245  0.1664449454134727  0.1846801043485936
  0.3753825501175517  0.2495073446524176  0.6233216268912852
  0.4525450549862821  0.1664698355099716  0.1851366264378825
  0.4466968804603292  0.2495138457725013  0.6312385887345000
  0.5239400642348482  0.1665873744558770  0.1984263609043359
  0.5179521134655927  0.2497599628597040  0.6545717678407593
  0.5952122701590491  0.1669117436911852  0.2233307908496824
  0.5892163373355185  0.2505504180405060  0.6968088140039528
  0.6666406505753857  0.1668824157426652  0.2579869385407914
  0.6610364594189517  0.2499315549480930  0.7469346671117743
  0.7383581280636192  0.1663827548798313  0.2928660451915254
  0.7328345466253480  0.2493648556507216  0.7847051910289429
  0.8098734661593248  0.1661883146797231  0.3186095779564320
  0.8041391275699025  0.2493647593844296  0.8075771364081640
  0.8812333238306844  0.1662047390704791  0.3329196188863017
  0.7917769476297802  0.4162150737801727  0.8067680802489766
  0.8690301088514374  0.3327510016650381  0.3078938928099952
  0.8623710593464243  0.4161838934886995  0.8074544776576439
  0.9399051048601526  0.3327133245135546  0.2977202340428612
  0.9329538343380777  0.4160659658223439  0.7961361222794421
  0.0108525689014663  0.3328230596632726  0.2734938700255278
  0.0038085219864512  0.4163683012304966  0.7755125411764334
  0.0819991189932817  0.3343539036168972  0.2032793406265375
  0.0805542412000384  0.4175485631856364  0.5079267975827931
  0.1556931803233562  0.3329039610935120  0.0972002520382006
  0.1511769760651614  0.4162252420951899  0.4749545585033028
  0.2273116159840379  0.3325265897661155  0.0632359620665183
  0.2215304973690718  0.4161354778676385  0.4638884636895615
  0.2983700800842575  0.3326704639437135  0.0495227985224434
  0.2920197454681599  0.4161581157727369  0.4627673532173324
  0.3692663364559372  0.3326690004609656  0.0520485569258211
  0.3626478414806547  0.4160695898438441  0.4711594744938235
  0.4405216936500555  0.3325639175095763  0.0701163461509938
  0.4330372992871777  0.4162135163875229  0.4891035150542864
  0.5117489951052273  0.3330131571053544  0.1069741751078125
  0.5029250641405996  0.4176114083405195  0.5394730904997312
  0.5834824730948138  0.3341946312329241  0.1923017639731656
  0.5794194604902222  0.4162875162852146  0.7480409062914601
  0.6560590537319798  0.3327636996566676  0.2580576274295382
  0.6507812699803570  0.4159341732414832  0.7795774919243212
  0.7272241915796460  0.3326563430041234  0.2878307082178082
  0.7212299407874615  0.4161736810321214  0.7987181920842030
  0.7980499051394035  0.3327422448873019  0.3038835053041469
  0.7081985432014510  0.5836808063349950  0.8250671759350680
  0.7852273123802800  0.4999125373616068  0.3165067723931193
  0.7785778277578256  0.5836896288337290  0.8303370062245189
  0.8553558922205640  0.4999464517596900  0.3183393198137329
  0.8487859100766864  0.5837565060567161  0.8410019808475520
  0.9253370611930688  0.4999053463671236  0.3169328952288815
  0.9195634227026971  0.5835389275041337  0.8548201234261196
  0.9943846426379254  0.5002034636537608  0.3116877994957412
  0.9990775748187906  0.5825816391307104  0.2337262051115049
  0.0741954551165069  0.4998189266151080  0.8671702023175972
  0.0679624312200946  0.5834162155656347  0.2508047643815067
  0.1448284332708176  0.4997246508479081  0.8646719300854382
  0.1379310965976311  0.5835006648161410  0.2613880111530431
  0.2149314882665352  0.4997712745165999  0.8650010129259754
  0.2081564126943912  0.5835166136309070  0.2666652693846558
  0.2853335750240015  0.4997530767257076  0.8684514397096913
  0.2783654785543103  0.5834383698831668  0.2695269159424055
  0.3555856307355624  0.4995946001068894  0.8765279808427007
  0.3482628359726714  0.5833827222252249  0.2671812045664164
  0.4261408639962186  0.4997875223411910  0.8881164142605957
  0.4177406100287040  0.5828763841500917  0.2599440304742590
  0.5050061331184932  0.5004714924748808  0.2797445403038062
  0.4970528267107406  0.5834082912739657  0.8265985392066897
  0.5746178807016225  0.4997991924714538  0.2947906247094406
  0.5675602883207553  0.5836277901553345  0.8221537854133755
  0.6446362999986167  0.4998191579174872  0.3042523463415796
  0.6377659027343636  0.5837166349338113  0.8218999766919123
  0.7147401592269493  0.4999441852989026  0.3110436652966085
  0.6247027628954921  0.7508302866415522  0.8336481315618669
  0.7017522541232142  0.6673196940067266  0.3356291085598402
  0.6956026969961004  0.7508646489928068  0.8414336499183170
  0.7722610638839111  0.6673730081270398  0.3479140832051391
  0.7666875817222593  0.7508725446761016  0.8631568321020185
  0.8429004058622497  0.6672359773952754  0.3705983008529835
  0.8384793165196073  0.7502762464830497  0.9051048720266009
  0.9144009045927379  0.6657199692154162  0.4281780462321017
  0.9112152833602423  0.7490676291677112  0.9876933306104051
  0.9891889584735963  0.6669338012948764  0.6201796325650949
  0.9825301559276450  0.7503004946657377  0.0488511926861292
  0.0601886413689693  0.6672822245309429  0.6505228090293326
  0.0534342066479683  0.7505407910282733  0.0754010012444830
  0.1309451523620032  0.6671757872154342  0.6682610442857801
  0.1244146279404670  0.7506368418096111  0.0855912560058744
  0.2014400196274473  0.6672083495498387  0.6720334022194359
  0.1954204510288778  0.7506794982813749  0.0803908874828610
  0.2719627095054637  0.6673045500020739  0.6620094385799055
  0.2665474445898101  0.7503928321989182  0.0579948051577793
  0.3431876397031129  0.6669207107068090  0.6413971652395829
  0.3394167111818052  0.7488447315741408  0.9910003608117119
  0.4209369685423071  0.6656255848982477  0.3859830735602962
  0.4114898680189947  0.7502172665388391  0.8900161182059037
  0.4902245490971847  0.6671418897757799  0.3496392946558577
  0.4826912434733021  0.7508515328179191  0.8519112532329377
  0.5605854734078850  0.6673493588930797  0.3365816701281835
  0.5537730121247235  0.7508800865259799  0.8364089265181675
  0.6311036693935600  0.6673273323197308  0.3319433388153129
  0.5415179784071374  0.9172656484191402  0.8040518744415385
  0.6186689366098448  0.8341339979435107  0.3267229399810931
  0.6128768651316148  0.9172237139778312  0.8104627023469783
  0.6899377038422945  0.8340000310503939  0.3398485976138660
  0.6843342234798406  0.9170887896060603  0.8279850904565479
  0.7614688676125682  0.8337226454200055  0.3674279187330461
  0.7559708434648464  0.9166136508634819  0.8568836247817259
  0.8334589752956468  0.8328110490134172  0.4120403486934929
  0.8274311227062798  0.9163931557601284  0.8914028182798315
  0.9048223529073458  0.8331925964887202  0.4604353380059628
  0.8987713248421120  0.9166610054900246  0.9227153918699645
  0.9759996666843650  0.8336440263978502  0.4922150600012385
  0.9700801472787062  0.9168552404113351  0.9436869898936515
  0.0473044513654583  0.8338024071981509  0.5102690411499812
  0.0414637554093710  0.9168823646008166  0.9517559165966109
  0.1184923354619530  0.8338515279576658  0.5124033755082873
  0.1128826643227597  0.9169108032891069  0.9457725511459183
  0.1899470656277250  0.8338103732236962  0.4959817901853468
  0.1844593748352733  0.9167341593147782  0.9250077892294023
  0.2617800673556180  0.8332887119508126  0.4621021663145518
  0.2562724360958027  0.9162559512375007  0.8910507312537120
  0.3338813595846548  0.8325452452446828  0.4073366273836433
  0.3275561770026079  0.9165289499940146  0.8539534910153769
  0.4049891544235913  0.8336605137751700  0.3598265350326825
  0.3987581841349687  0.9170474062375675  0.8249180836258414
  0.4762367632014719  0.8340407554437944  0.3353358752772149
  0.4701622288420854  0.9172047008561044  0.8090153012964421
  0.5474356334103396  0.8341489104551554  0.3256188292446802
110-plane-screw-dislocation                                            
   1.00000000000000     
    51.0703000000000031    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000
    25.5351500000000016   24.0744000000000007    1.5046500000000000
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    3.0093000000000001
 192 192
Direct
  0.0000739757948448  0.9998383254767940  0.0093545963373915
  0.0102477868750933  0.0624147058326110  0.4798612488948785
  0.0830467035068058  0.0000099588706396  0.0247970804710931
  0.0935088207223320  0.0623627519268993  0.5146986894574648
  0.1662205844121734  0.0000745516014858  0.0782756328272743
  0.1768782414794731  0.0621843101012680  0.5813622002734975
  0.2497952063316578  0.0003144370346261  0.1572866705592606
  0.2605595851011546  0.0623300184553647  0.6648739411537263
  0.3334745249910264  0.0003840872093718  0.2362396869815775
  0.3440466127609861  0.0625163721461669  0.7347013335469247
  0.4168620444886061  0.0001004336597840  0.2895186789818404
  0.4270998665116677  0.0626114832828799  0.7703097204632344
  0.4998512231171486  0.0002212382289797  0.3047661762711384
  0.5102594469292694  0.0625266770673700  0.7692754024204843
  0.5831010559260671  0.0000582879133238  0.2857054920379887
  0.5934324363998495  0.0624713587091933  0.7337154637493228
  0.6661990007878168  0.0002960146094402  0.2337596291652744
  0.6770917669582114  0.0621491848467173  0.6686820524646480
  0.7498503870013447  0.0002828688343871  0.1581505522461415
  0.7607160146791673  0.0620829031983458  0.5904243097245319
  0.8335665086295723  0.0001295471951540  0.0825748571088794
  0.8440946628344679  0.0623645048555476  0.5223446681998677
  0.9168234065898504  0.0000919651525246  0.0303091864237364
  0.9272190404494862  0.0624426529583836  0.4841270304296618
  0.9375869002011625  0.1247331420345218  0.9435620332029192
  0.9478459827347008  0.1872156882796211  0.4064880303552423
  0.0207463583983668  0.1246737822679910  0.9575548134347694
  0.0312319063429925  0.1866995519472602  0.4390443729177738
  0.1042402652113191  0.1241422846528206  0.0090989713437710
  0.1152697309417625  0.1854441359648146  0.5099159395390542
  0.1881012263191626  0.1235049348486602  0.0901784628964067
  0.1990454987413574  0.1853972927327618  0.6022723793589101
  0.2714258891532428  0.1241129505713891  0.1727468648890306
  0.2819679941751024  0.1866286309614761  0.6785463211927262
  0.3545058975371849  0.1246986710634076  0.2281819394636745
  0.3647517544072539  0.1873739927934478  0.7153854782274075
  0.4374589850824879  0.1250385001104329  0.2455658807224506
  0.4478434812162722  0.1873259451456686  0.7164762706688934
  0.5207179228508682  0.1247205631908540  0.2288753550473032
  0.5312672810807012  0.1867365197771713  0.6859745942483858
  0.6042571749791359  0.1241041181284746  0.1790043154695196
  0.6153382284791538  0.1853142496738165  0.6162375377374155
  0.6881597949863357  0.1236044945914028  0.1006870861027744
  0.6991390887595572  0.1853356978849501  0.5285386974603796
  0.7715957950492224  0.1238606977074767  0.0215161246150486
  0.7819901185876510  0.1865051019918838  0.4523891729349631
  0.8545311465999045  0.1246684302976133  0.9651643873808512
  0.8648246677180331  0.1872572409823858  0.4121043815896447
  0.8749448088598862  0.2499047834425956  0.8633973365673961
  0.8854050466328527  0.3122233064670553  0.3196142463382163
  0.9583946962125177  0.2494793632144832  0.8761268892804179
  0.9689978401775130  0.3113208567782984  0.3508460740063338
  0.0421991527537273  0.2481190515389090  0.9308587603952682
  0.0535635655341987  0.3087839010560245  0.4347914761973542
  0.1264199111422250  0.2469054810787560  0.0228352176857670
  0.1375419516987811  0.3085602395021565  0.5449271579067071
  0.2096765265323272  0.2479085891870859  0.1164124862856411
  0.2198229254756301  0.3109184723977962  0.6333324867844069
  0.2920330926303141  0.2495685731105498  0.1785385148348176
  0.3022213086395904  0.3123309079971444  0.6761360534760896
  0.3750266645122008  0.2498857216789999  0.1999572864255197
  0.3854281532344132  0.3123043035197945  0.6815187566222065
  0.4583581813408976  0.2495724036347802  0.1862846712344041
  0.4691075933491841  0.3111430182787880  0.6470901757276152
  0.5422237950751200  0.2480548484022301  0.1307087057503016
  0.5536232085262910  0.3087194732315618  0.5664861036968616
  0.6264729252552885  0.2467263178860892  0.0459302458923450
  0.6374902011783971  0.3085028861327832  0.4643044845796306
  0.7096209043775475  0.2478364895695827  0.9536201484159907
  0.7198758672120208  0.3107957017073737  0.3737842471883076
  0.7921514904387257  0.2493059971733510  0.8877467297509192
  0.8021884144858724  0.3122084992109893  0.3258867279232236
  0.8123862773943716  0.3750805204406497  0.7697994040185787
  0.8230570096242597  0.4374320252179938  0.2182338567871194
  0.8959489980163768  0.3745674546345540  0.7779654807770782
  0.9066753409284678  0.4367024486725425  0.2431607970293370
  0.9802571407765160  0.3725808614721869  0.8290261800856751
  0.9919565807310916  0.4322987414787083  0.3519973306762235
  0.0652004730262664  0.3696115114384769  0.9562977372504786
  0.0758229783671287  0.4320673185428545  0.4962741602818789
  0.1473862588228892  0.3720070854251781  0.0852466741412839
  0.1570395254096500  0.4360569527730817  0.6102468485930539
  0.2295490935571349  0.3744277013867875  0.1490774429033693
  0.2396059292799845  0.4372821408508740  0.6514013972219334
  0.3126520433017380  0.3748319619281865  0.1679802509616108
  0.3230694849543485  0.4374764916834812  0.6556469524079288
  0.3959366754813531  0.3745324990462836  0.1577068459520004
  0.4067819745588332  0.4363525543899801  0.6286190111513595
  0.4803680141860504  0.3723402432712687  0.1072985435154682
  0.4919392857103995  0.4322664939071922  0.5260306571081803
  0.5650925281240363  0.3696366609910475  0.9864505052941194
  0.5758894481907910  0.4318708517145243  0.3894168377268261
  0.6474714665680434  0.3718060442561283  0.8613733478206729
  0.6571573836861802  0.4359303347883865  0.2723480016287682
  0.7294618126318825  0.3744592244058210  0.7919048832017442
  0.7394638448807467  0.4374517366640481  0.2273270115034279
  0.7499659004363568  0.5000756482547363  0.6669629454423667
  0.7604137339146012  0.5627253042185107  0.1070829802937255
  0.8337447491325934  0.4998268882076263  0.6663103914932670
  0.8440124701552313  0.5634970285568324  0.0829079314664487
  0.9202503213137611  0.4947651877774039  0.7419071849033492
  0.9229311379628704  0.5724905252483722  0.9307008122668085
  0.0054846407188581  0.4890956630120783  0.8948865326062913
  0.0047582305859738  0.5727309359390128  0.7991000733044342
  0.0857655911441645  0.4931444334816929  0.0381993880732142
  0.0924991518535724  0.5637538111749891  0.6599966318763278
  0.1665656208439260  0.4995504428266350  0.1350002589456397
  0.1771075367187845  0.5623196168826171  0.6370328049145280
  0.2500701837804388  0.4999068088727791  0.1467612234891472
  0.2605196744875083  0.5624597081350995  0.6406127774978787
  0.3337474733830418  0.4998229413595902  0.1442745230523368
  0.3438473053816939  0.5638387717975734  0.6702172695404337
  0.4205842009631606  0.4938475952740747  0.0667298299247211
  0.4228870380976356  0.5723643115520117  0.8158717868871458
  0.5055566569147019  0.4889968245972806  0.9291208814832457
  0.5048225209592415  0.5725766135288055  0.9465696506916406
  0.5859095520432294  0.4928634517282020  0.7897003318430331
  0.5924417750305641  0.5637651156390791  0.0950450945203842
  0.6665502880147763  0.4995854394793771  0.6856303212518701
  0.6768922032076323  0.5627307506589682  0.1152858576411392
  0.6873555581295293  0.6253714081711421  0.5591893388377340
  0.6978282877868835  0.6877622458427308  0.0032835861042152
  0.7709335424798567  0.6253556721759218  0.5420220354845058
  0.7805859043637273  0.6888094642602883  0.9680872834978355
  0.8521536586646901  0.6285973103603366  0.4668795053466569
  0.8624096519308200  0.6919996966576327  0.8736519045594382
  0.9346432724732248  0.6309531490066204  0.3360554010723075
  0.9456691459251616  0.6923152410300383  0.7388583133037793
  0.0193528810611086  0.6289084458278985  0.2072650320122675
  0.0308029419779933  0.6887851754052603  0.6480383025390090
  0.1040066066579561  0.6250936813943290  0.1354637834342371
  0.1146101194630760  0.6877104158107444  0.6169859190528013
  0.1875975065152929  0.6248420581519826  0.1278218436407520
  0.1977599274725433  0.6877945863543198  0.6214345137219386
  0.2709325139277186  0.6252348272470650  0.1444337559854148
  0.2805741884179273  0.6887239143847044  0.6573140007115790
  0.3520890145107269  0.6286647430435809  0.2203148882371764
  0.3623379935221812  0.6920181363199085  0.7539509222732879
  0.4345872181562585  0.6308267646587473  0.3512697283224807
  0.4457633625098191  0.6921245645466569  0.8869800413559550
  0.5193998355111373  0.6286745067724495  0.4826531668939119
  0.5307642677858609  0.6886980906603399  0.9838219375869109
  0.6038416743199971  0.6253879158047401  0.5552336231460514
  0.6145861230278861  0.6877854899135158  0.0116193261983503
  0.6250466631012386  0.7501156833034717  0.4645993297279673
  0.6352689024515958  0.8127785501290115  0.9120241271339223
  0.7079920354778350  0.7506271776389921  0.4402527820665965
  0.7179139878578731  0.8137592615994426  0.8708521961824072
  0.7900563339463403  0.7525740134788991  0.3791822601412579
  0.8005422709327348  0.8152215522620619  0.7916606816491051
  0.8728840066689253  0.7544123532221129  0.2734326978545902
  0.8842877083352046  0.8153771102295477  0.6973539114687667
  0.9575225598282410  0.7525982811041603  0.1736018008601596
  0.9685111436963577  0.8136751295417147  0.6222011293945385
  0.0414934960759263  0.7506847104109065  0.1156735562894186
  0.0521014624054597  0.8126268807145924  0.5870073476265620
  0.1249666079300774  0.7501130046866564  0.1010958035729588
  0.1353021007221117  0.8125614338919052  0.5877685041146842
  0.2078975241344157  0.7507379150759953  0.1202768302567879
  0.2179202054043373  0.8136631281126087  0.6275903286949553
  0.2900814049666584  0.7524774483965310  0.1843250081364908
  0.3005105259680099  0.8152358459078001  0.7076127646955499
  0.3728788355060405  0.7543443340562883  0.2884113543337748
  0.3843411379323828  0.8152639547460874  0.8035621360698213
  0.4575207132147186  0.7526186250670062  0.3920410857897593
  0.4685431419953860  0.8136980588379471  0.8832899927987617
  0.5416298557298895  0.7505397377138363  0.4531933609254386
  0.5521268591294232  0.8127440064015825  0.9178472766323093
  0.5624316162752178  0.8752316284236544  0.3767081481235733
  0.5726656156343355  0.9377970898513213  0.8327082456626921
  0.6453374896583692  0.8755335439125473  0.3561949904184121
  0.6556304063259135  0.9382009141125174  0.7972080493463087
  0.7281215341487678  0.8766212313307686  0.3007999330845999
  0.7387926980065471  0.9388881351678302  0.7284921531365179
  0.8113807134258045  0.8772467817698918  0.2159365339937803
  0.8224757983345201  0.9387158572283114  0.6454836203594937
  0.8953729927819118  0.8766293767265980  0.1319026640836293
  0.9062701265262816  0.9380700517529795  0.5788153615884976
  0.9792241883566788  0.8754141428354545  0.0796464969090590
  0.9896179830494852  0.9377452041142014  0.5416000401810521
  0.0624743148660840  0.8750261102586965  0.0621249423930671
  0.0727225089226698  0.9375908743256309  0.5412649664116190
  0.1453683427376294  0.8754470592213033  0.0813215286675015
  0.1555952567504535  0.9381105630123195  0.5773109161172639
  0.2280900085657455  0.8765849568191820  0.1370997191554753
  0.2388072768520027  0.9387718561339173  0.6480531307920047
  0.3113871618787394  0.8772545779613168  0.2235317284928351
  0.3223734509364446  0.9389773458270746  0.7339428470569657
  0.3953908950620719  0.8766761313045542  0.3104323392038268
  0.4061925441353163  0.9381972389479227  0.8030785915138279
  0.4791475081555278  0.8755991403053709  0.3645804886510323
  0.4896899935374208  0.9376795569342357  0.8368325509507122
  0.0415164450354367  0.9999983251591448  0.0104836879701030
  0.9687781325948682  0.0623761625015297  0.4757067113855302
  0.1245732317257182  0.0001815818826208  0.0457131395452179
  0.0518665048455805  0.0623958319512393  0.4904778905318776
  0.2079398925582809  0.0003471148079653  0.1144291733803488
  0.1352095751241411  0.0622422436435983  0.5431114758898887
  0.2915651513577971  0.0004739819438284  0.1994056462245725
  0.2188410109527350  0.0620654754799694  0.6236138740130697
  0.3751375404420679  0.0002766597365123  0.2695049331636500
  0.3023668971090326  0.0623243815919569  0.7046976780012021
  0.4584165778091392  0.0000869661726888  0.3041209860351759
  0.3856403766319712  0.0624608644921954  0.7590875060526429
  0.5414949494246817  0.0001067105872904  0.3015852315001334
  0.4686766157160340  0.0626070405525038  0.7755495079961786
  0.6245942871008563  0.0002861320474199  0.2660267127513309
  0.5518684949668539  0.0624694498049192  0.7574257002076815
  0.7079833718894838  0.0003809712845042  0.1987263137151788
  0.6352638296652406  0.0622715242621248  0.7065135970099162
  0.7916545126824472  0.0002904329627341  0.1178593140016136
  0.7189427991251152  0.0620554731799384  0.6298402307956921
  0.8751920661370225  0.0001420713816165  0.0503993161607853
  0.8024916009770288  0.0620961057324580  0.5518845455165120
  0.9584087571526951  0.0000493340405964  0.0129955131311737
  0.8856641935846103  0.0624077862290997  0.4971378332905440
  0.9790823273269632  0.1248255048515125  0.9431161158211716
  0.9062540759376144  0.1873890662958715  0.4027194296138628
  0.0623684071111003  0.1245822497295361  0.9764702158110038
  0.9894833467780759  0.1871153017788881  0.4159627188886701
  0.1461361526163046  0.1238384944827676  0.0456715455957483
  0.0732028847711439  0.1861828104469343  0.4692506904900371
  0.2297569892749175  0.1238550077692261  0.1337024826963467
  0.1571909250337277  0.1853492573667072  0.5563751402537039
  0.3129138157880793  0.1245858838733086  0.2069641255882383
  0.2404802479565473  0.1860584635701447  0.6451766055149714
  0.3959283042541175  0.1249982779238931  0.2434642633774763
  0.3232849426666824  0.1871238812701481  0.7038411771629841
  0.4790351628455914  0.1249605262838646  0.2435463529480122
  0.4062211620802079  0.1875004014147352  0.7232200680341622
  0.5623659354789251  0.1246368997778317  0.2103367112390675
  0.4895033269009537  0.1871380051864444  0.7076008319164216
  0.6462294308327049  0.1237932365521782  0.1426907130243776
  0.5732619883290341  0.1861088669333404  0.6551860898267958
  0.7298813557223395  0.1237310968988708  0.0592280133772160
  0.6572422890452611  0.1853022461848205  0.5733862346504321
  0.8129844367886114  0.1244464099068819  0.9874228427243436
  0.7405607698203874  0.1859012962598664  0.4873241362611797
  0.8959872172353989  0.1248804889020372  0.9478500639263672
  0.8233476239529620  0.1869874078705897  0.4259979748704815
  0.9166096598017774  0.2497722961772562  0.8624384944430884
  0.8436798197930048  0.3124841490094614  0.3164518202721652
  0.0001330140227520  0.2490597894540151  0.8939438191015866
  0.9270809616552879  0.3120715837952347  0.3262034043182135
  0.0844979753007401  0.2470786559924297  0.9720167106538328
  0.0111676638780181  0.3102570148179641  0.3801823265340890
  0.1682724122472626  0.2469504728379309  0.0742507931814468
  0.0957389245824015  0.3083507089361244  0.4897116832881243
  0.2508329702825125  0.2488141080217660  0.1569823011013996
  0.1786554478653194  0.3098479217509801  0.6003800326829680
  0.3334975260017550  0.2498136288383035  0.1963804254764270
  0.2608232328260170  0.3119921533720741  0.6647089151820564
  0.4166360568516444  0.2498251223392537  0.1993346194040283
  0.3437769708173791  0.3124225494461956  0.6845343939829465
  0.5001888363816872  0.2489654701044734  0.1671340382158615
  0.4271065860170164  0.3120675328782017  0.6727300818599693
  0.5845581757144194  0.2469821009718603  0.0919206003760890
  0.5112620092354552  0.3100943245614807  0.6184498837118305
  0.6683074965485257  0.2468481051767647  0.9959048371912698
  0.5957544385823657  0.3082690116912942  0.5161201647451369
  0.7508497706267351  0.2487078445679334  0.9118616756418821
  0.6786912529733430  0.3096836085675295  0.4081090042140000
  0.8334921219072512  0.2497602361306798  0.8683965345024633
  0.7608266957058144  0.3118754535815592  0.3398596883731311
  0.8541188870225925  0.3749057128777079  0.7682700931211573
  0.7811427430018387  0.4376540913821876  0.2179817799612485
  0.9378523498299861  0.3739426270490262  0.7957594083884030
  0.8648021242575653  0.4372550778285676  0.2215565818426345
  0.0230871320728471  0.3701604387876590  0.8939176030471704
  0.9489239231162242  0.4353176305270868  0.2771457820004454
  0.1068424362979446  0.3698045591582347  0.0205375221076390
  0.0339375577877897  0.4320671296515620  0.4237460173250981
  0.1884276489405263  0.3734432566569849  0.1236960721732898
  0.1160505699587630  0.4347038754171809  0.5692702352842178
  0.2709890620567526  0.3748534762173418  0.1641981766376353
  0.1980755975074996  0.4370517747818438  0.6423496622582275
  0.3541646112104009  0.3749161010124463  0.1686582523360506
  0.2813048537699503  0.4374256563861090  0.6576888425053118
  0.4379434258958795  0.3737157907246153  0.1391899112510697
  0.3648267257998002  0.4372184976963967  0.6513799017640708
  0.5231579442420756  0.3700020350334026  0.0460819551870591
  0.4490683603750999  0.4349670040505004  0.5942392108834129
  0.6068382115069560  0.3697090689451850  0.9274191127641982
  0.5339406703767697  0.4320477571651474  0.4573706234484868
  0.6884540955365007  0.3733184119044087  0.8213132955039235
  0.6161618993964403  0.4344754862618016  0.3155067329330695
  0.7708888824413944  0.3748818999183905  0.7759584189247659
  0.6980208828157847  0.4371218897633276  0.2383791771286458
  0.7917528897271069  0.5000837046699509  0.6626554391392981
  0.7186941154049112  0.5626561656470791  0.1136767095892229
  0.8756521893135523  0.4996828468192763  0.6680360265529450
  0.8023465301384204  0.5626127904578812  0.1037499976334516
  0.9627619676063701  0.4920802045885718  0.8067945567967151
  0.8844190585496174  0.5657924151044066  0.0527266858297501
  0.0455322153278928  0.4915210158521430  0.9769520130976042
  0.9641286649161533  0.5719717444931478  0.8657046189585699
  0.1248640255725295  0.4992568288471828  0.1273111339935214
  0.0493609552014922  0.5669649798700759  0.6952974736869576
  0.2082891169632052  0.4998705760400544  0.1444286916007417
  0.1352093509283440  0.5624183207146037  0.6363657273817864
  0.2918191645105943  0.5000069935959052  0.1481951156523143
  0.2188150748528690  0.5623974664993207  0.6375041850043067
  0.3757351541316584  0.4995157023240395  0.1424277134651423
  0.3023748885801697  0.5625633129641023  0.6447041757068399
  0.4628411701694548  0.4917588194119065  0.0087982773845416
  0.3841831145345344  0.5662144142935402  0.7024685776750937
  0.5455983432911633  0.4914072441322335  0.8487012690909780
  0.4641157520884410  0.5719044730790799  0.8817445824453897
  0.6249246801398647  0.4991747859267734  0.6922917370855365
  0.5494610369655634  0.5667466248783803  0.0569366190676056
  0.7081708552448178  0.5000913919401612  0.6714074127138940
  0.6351261304257378  0.5625697881214904  0.1193416575628162
  0.7292556816866215  0.6251370776571878  0.5559886420584610
  0.6562439003917810  0.6877011739962563  0.0123235526731076
  0.8121279842884280  0.6259328032706412  0.5259307878364508
  0.7393661394091449  0.6879574031659529  0.9921004052351295
  0.8936488412691870  0.6294981248431518  0.4098613786819122
  0.8212834227032240  0.6906508720854481  0.9244676274873913
  0.9769794470394491  0.6297214302518425  0.2638604844975337
  0.9034628762463081  0.6932972233863418  0.8042387966949568
  0.0621272909129942  0.6259542240580848  0.1522962495922024
  0.9881642497565238  0.6909057473214246  0.6893783473260514
  0.1457788361982198  0.6250033337063784  0.1268539538143790
  0.0729110974378004  0.6878732053001119  0.6252055846736548
  0.2292365723708179  0.6250972076900659  0.1307227836544408
  0.1563142480225272  0.6874614921780805  0.6142318890650305
  0.3120533836560657  0.6259866259382639  0.1621649243010539
  0.2392964196861859  0.6879502708121478  0.6316347288211441
  0.3936084501191515  0.6294822668268494  0.2795127895569709
  0.3211890957682562  0.6906929705474840  0.7006207228306558
  0.4770027628317647  0.6295527802980642  0.4243848937306402
  0.4034638310221696  0.6932317619964290  0.8199759496790803
  0.5621161927782714  0.6259198270727926  0.5412320524438192
  0.4881769934225557  0.6907990836012446  0.9387052019312400
  0.6457091793389490  0.6251677396113311  0.5641877426216713
  0.5728462443018649  0.6879615621472986  0.0052091811599404
  0.6665713851177707  0.7502664293940291  0.4578410697871580
  0.5937220439448039  0.8127144452042098  0.9210361610479191
  0.7492075203452323  0.7512702844412291  0.4199348053181133
  0.6766964800605141  0.8130398385162596  0.8989246778387779
  0.8313907226440187  0.7536651780736742  0.3318008977461819
  0.7591528441593419  0.8145803974920729  0.8404557635491664
  0.9150362658871872  0.7538336666458415  0.2186218731239696
  0.8421123120606836  0.8158815201977991  0.7446717300737310
  0.9997226349859308  0.7512334857019459  0.1346145536862493
  0.9263553364380658  0.8146429858284459  0.6523234412374072
  0.0833593127242251  0.7501287069181343  0.1013611426093556
  0.0103697410874640  0.8130248393404279  0.5971557927417349
  0.1665672601735720  0.7501501098692243  0.1040028599443635
  0.0937121093281393  0.8126044423881512  0.5812122510831159
  0.2491770378570658  0.7512091660003805  0.1416609256088877
  0.1766352383923513  0.8130556366230466  0.6000256433943578
  0.3313545718531333  0.7536810431403549  0.2311398656065057
  0.2591266583113239  0.8145493924793191  0.6595296579677975
  0.4150861559540851  0.7537087391139496  0.3450467168112477
  0.3421584964319830  0.8158247154657408  0.7561066602395743
  0.4997481950339819  0.7512245975993591  0.4341227691872487
  0.4263802153407876  0.8146658549531176  0.8521067281965830
  0.5833643935030415  0.7502538875362919  0.4650409128120483
  0.5104223408714583  0.8130463162035292  0.9093616646657633
  0.6039740243574148  0.8752512594516145  0.3731188962692487
  0.5311743689421212  0.9377120660488490  0.8413058115589841
  0.6867942204564015  0.8759847688659086  0.3346685361538887
  0.6142207009713064  0.9378071391480579  0.8212589741513979
  0.7697390893133780  0.8769535232129831  0.2603146726299536
  0.6972574027835874  0.9384150338626400  0.7673305306470596
  0.8533800173302226  0.8769630529033660  0.1711255421047542
  0.7806210525272061  0.9387798755704809  0.6870945569666080
  0.9373470997972291  0.8759153364380969  0.1000926718518264
  0.8644042033247183  0.9383291483515704  0.6070471760426572
  0.0208651705587879  0.8751768728084993  0.0640918189059003
  0.9480297476667432  0.9377366032306509  0.5542301372594455
  0.1039968997489025  0.8751073558494890  0.0643491132025101
  0.0312649542218900  0.9374496858169354  0.5352013283143158
  0.1867706583867499  0.8759136783860386  0.1020455548748533
  0.1142141844061834  0.9377164600812201  0.5523617464271949
  0.2697206643565079  0.8769384788950688  0.1772576472712537
  0.1972486696682144  0.9383232374485565  0.6071464256119193
  0.3533802672838192  0.8770070084379810  0.2691089012054942
  0.2806155887815133  0.9387926492209049  0.6904683849465363
  0.4373520789378036  0.8759638181645989  0.3439097127255193
  0.3643402662736535  0.9384932386403516  0.7735827837817723
  0.5209031484376572  0.8752194979222430  0.3779924854122619
  0.4480188725772315  0.9378257297502111  0.8273677506248563
110-plane-screw-dislocation                                            
   1.00000000000000     
    41.6934008899999995    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000
    20.8467004399999993   29.4782700700000007    1.5041300000000000
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000    3.0082610449999998
 192 192
Direct
 -0.0000223509947946  0.0001062867239282  0.0988851524770240
  0.0622791965700012  0.0001137395110283  0.6053551995868149
  0.1245790539489923  0.0004916031066217  0.1214870005192557
  0.1871675846134300  0.0003380532641454  0.6462672799128200
  0.2499336324052482  0.0001614156599428  0.1745338990957960
  0.3126502081721685  0.0000024128526136  0.7045355784095844
  0.3752838695558593  0.9997583641530082  0.2288621878193912
  0.4375996884062287  0.9998653294654459  0.7439084636698238
  0.4998437918298189  0.0001132711560031  0.2466227528055706
  0.5620988522390519  0.0003210937772824  0.7393499547295742
  0.6244885462518767  0.0005524452114750  0.2243903247795511
  0.6869676233652189  0.0004806628673782  0.6984069557978628
  0.7498031815351845  0.0001462968729297  0.1699155329332043
  0.8125650676027797 -0.0000433492062405  0.6416381865821964
  0.8753070469467472  0.9997131845586750  0.1187438785114853
  0.9377468467443610  0.9997026205845647  0.6042155970056604
  0.9794616246312580  0.0832599560377454  0.5553998554560965
  0.0418887314604124  0.0833893474486266  0.0650811059030316
  0.1042166710915581  0.0834344838724106  0.5831659595022397
  0.1670239037111502  0.0830575052868202  0.1107763219505360
  0.2297705452830026  0.0828891133765444  0.6432714499931551
  0.2924427164959338  0.0827132610060834  0.1708326302340704
  0.3547950279929175  0.0827869929984839  0.6930145168920432
  0.4171162665089452  0.0831872662531364  0.2049212278422707
  0.4793390450155701  0.0833176183399456  0.7066340051568415
  0.5415740644509499  0.0835164363213711  0.1989143070333707
  0.6040572205161581  0.0833565693094858  0.6789940703797602
  0.6666780916678320  0.0831893848701854  0.1510553459993597
  0.7295696301380481  0.0828680941826660  0.6205256905803826
  0.7923913943767744  0.0825306598026189  0.0933871019718793
  0.8548635604575362  0.0826447111023359  0.5726678410728455
  0.9172562032931633  0.0829527495595215  0.0571659395034578
  0.9589268288217058  0.1663518968798206  0.0071258032635901
  0.0213067715867052  0.1664374328169966  0.5200841445612415
  0.0838266724699046  0.1662388661218547  0.0434589055240719
  0.1467140063205022  0.1658379417625340  0.5787323032243663
  0.2094990570676901  0.1655104422682104  0.1133597258875636
  0.2721976869432021  0.1654615772475540  0.6461384272296922
  0.3344406068040318  0.1658800059564807  0.1665246616184416
  0.3965042539572540  0.1662794003989017  0.6759372062026459
  0.4587043964349545  0.1666311444705888  0.1734669186675380
  0.5210260629513203  0.1666261512190788  0.6623322051133578
  0.5837089374202883  0.1663660979136594  0.1377485768199148
  0.6465911182943160  0.1658746033622141  0.6046845786000211
  0.7094770183903176  0.1655072462493381  0.0695529714012951
  0.7722160933176515  0.1653726332617188  0.5387958565403551
  0.8345634226993514  0.1656076672193174  0.0137466499577800
  0.8966289932913383  0.1661552834757024  0.5063571009487435
  0.8760820951131562  0.2494872542909550  0.9392944400206811
  0.9382028531867345  0.2498591066724556  0.4469443667950658
  0.0007638986275491  0.2495459510455002  0.9734376329480403
  0.0636131677250936  0.2489100447780578  0.5084675583027055
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